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II. ABSTRACT 

Rates of food allergy have increased markedly around the world as prosperity has increased. There 

are few evidence-based primary preventive strategies currently available against food allergy and no 

approved treatments.  In Australia, an abrupt increase in hospitalisations for food allergy coincided 

with the replacement of multivalent vaccines containing whole cell pertussis (wP) antigens with 

acellular pertussis(aP) antigens from 1997 to 2000.  Compared to infants who receive aP, those who 

receive wP appear protected against developing the Th2-skewed immune phenotype characteristic 

of atopy.  The study described in this thesis tests the hypothesis that wP vaccination in infancy 

protects against the development of food allergy. 

Allergist confirmed food allergy cases were identified in the historical medical record to undertake a 

retrospective case-control study of Australian children born 1997-1999, the period of transition from 

using wP-containing to aP-containing vaccines for infant doses in Australia’s National Immunisation 

Program. The primary objective of the study was to assess the possible food allergy-preventive 

benefit of using whole cell pertussis vaccine compared with acellular pertussis vaccine for pertussis 

vaccination in childhood.  The primary exposure was receipt of either a wP-containing or an aP-

containing vaccine before 16 weeks of age and primary outcome was diagnosis of IgE-mediated food 

allergy.  The odds ratio (OR) of vaccination with wP versus aP among cases and matched controls 

was calculated using conditional logistic regression.  

502 children diagnosed with IgE-mediated food allergy were identified from patient lists at private 

and tertiary hospital allergy clinics and individually matched by date of birth, socioeconomic decile 

and jurisdiction to 5,018 controls drawn from Australia’s population based immunisation register. 

The OR of receiving the first dose as wP (rather than aP) among cases of food allergy compared to 

controls was 0·77 (95%CI 0·62 to 0·95). The OR results of secondary analyses (any dose as wP versus 

aP-only, and wP-only versus aP-only) were 0·75 (95%CI 0·61-0·93) and 0·66 (95%CI 0·49-0·89) 

respectively. 
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Australian infants who received wP vaccines were less likely to be diagnosed with food allergy in 

childhood than contemporaneous children who received aP vaccines. If a protective effect is 

confirmed in a randomised controlled trial, wP or mixed wP and aP vaccination schedules might form 

part of an effective strategy for combatting the rise in food allergies. 
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1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION, THESIS OUTLINE & OBJECTIVES 

1.0 PREFACE 

This introductory chapter contains a review of background relevant to the thesis focus – it takes the 

form of an unpublished narrative review of the relevant fields and background context.  It contains a 

graphic summary of raw pertussis vaccine data provided by the NCRIS of Australian Children’s 

Immunisation Record for the time period 1997-2000 and a graphic summary of anaphylaxis coded 

hospital admissions for the period of 1994-2010.  It also contains a summary of findings relevant to 

pertussis immunisation from a systematic review currently in preparation, for which ME undertook 

the second reviewer role. Finally, aims and objectives for the thesis are outlined.  All references for 

the chapter appear at the conclusion of the chapter.  

1.1 ATOPIC DISEASE AND FOOD ALLERGY 

Atopic diseases (including rhinoconjuctivitis, asthma, eczema and food allergy) represent both a 

significant heathcare burden and source of morbidity worldwide, with 30-40% of people reporting at 

least one allergic disease(1).  Atopic conditions have traditionally been associated with western 

lifestyles and resource rich settings, however as affluence increases there are now increasing levels 

of allergy also being reported in developing settings(2). Rates of asthma and rhinoconjunctivitis 

(both caused by inhaled allergen sensitivity) have been rising over the past 50-60 years(3).  Rates of 

hospital admissions for asthma amongst children (0-4) in the United Kingdom were seen to rise from 

5 per 10,000 in 1958, peaking in 1985 at 100 per 10,000- a 15-fold increase(4).  The USA and 

Australia also observed similar fold increases in reports of asthma(3).  There is now evidence that 

rates of these allergies have stabilised in resource rich settings, with countries such as Australia, 

England and the USA reporting asthma in 20% or more of 13-14 years olds, and countries such as 

India and China reporting rates of less than 2.5%(5). The numbers of sufferers worldwide are 
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striking; 400 million people experience rhinitis, 300 million individuals suffer from asthma with 250 

thousand deaths attributed to the disease annually(1).  

While aeroallergen sensitisation disorders may have peaked, a ‘second wave’ of allergic disease has 

emerged over the past 15-20 years driven by disorders of oral tolerance(6). Oral tolerance is an 

active process of unresponsiveness to antigens that individuals are exposed to through ingestion. 

When oral tolerance is broken, immune reactions to innocuous antigens, such as those found in 

food, result. The emergence of severe IgE mediated food allergy in late 1990s was an unexpected 

development in the field of allergy, with estimates suggesting that rates increased more than 10-fold 

in less than a decade(7).   This pattern was observed in Australia(7), the United States(8, 9) and the 

United Kingdom(10).  Unlike aeroallergen diseases, which classically occur in childhood and 

adolescence, the onset of food allergy was in early infancy.  The epidemiology of this new ‘epidemic’ 

of food allergy suggested a shift in the natural history of the disease; in the past, food allergy often 

resolved in childhood, however, a characteristic of food allergy that emerged in the 1990s was that 

of food allergy persisting into adolescence and adulthood(11, 12).  By current estimates ~220-520 

million people now suffer from the disease around the world(1).  The rapidity of onset in the rise in 

food allergy, observed many years after the initial rise in other atopic conditions suggests one or 

more environmental triggers/drivers.  While a number of risk factors have been implicated in the 

rise of food allergy, including early life microbial exposure(13), genetics(14), and food introduction 

age(15), prevention and treatment of food allergy still remain a challenge. 

The most common food allergens are; egg, cow's milk, peanut, tree nuts, sesame, soy, fish, shellfish, 

and wheat(16).  The clinical manifestation of the IgE mediated food allergy reaction is typified by a 

rapid onset of symptoms, within minutes but up to 2 hours following ingestion of the food allergen.  

Symptoms include; urticaria, angioedema, emesis (vomiting), vocal hoarseness, persistent cough, 

wheeze, stridor, collapse and hypotension(17).  Severe reaction or anaphylaxis is defined as a 

reaction involving the respiratory and/or cardiovascular systems and can result in death.  Most food 
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allergy patients report an allergic reaction requiring treatment once every two years and of these, 

mortality rates are between 0.6-5%(1).  Food allergy suffers and their families report significant 

impacts on quality of life from the disorder. Likewise, the impact of allergy sufferers have a 

significant burden on health systems globally (Estimated at $17 billion annually in the US alone)(1) 

including GP visits, hospitalisations and significant amounts of pharmaceutical use. 

 

1.1.1 IgE mediated Food Allergy in Australia 

The rapid increase in food allergy in Australia has been documented in a variety of ways;  

consultations for food allergy were seen to rise 12 fold between 1995 and 2006 at an Australian 

Allergy clinic(18).  Rates of hospitalisation for food related anaphylaxis were also seen to rise(18).  

When numbers of hospitalisations for food anaphylaxis (ICD-9/10 codes 995.6/T78) in Australia are 

graphed over time (Fig.1.1), the increase in hospitalisations for infants under 12 months of age can 

be seen clearly; jumping from 23 per million in the 1997/98 financial year to 148/million in 

1998/1999 and continuing to increase to over 250 per million by 2002/2003.  By the 2005/2006 

financial year, hospitalisations in the 1-4 year age-group had also increased to over 200 per million 

from less than 35/million in 1994/95. Finally, fatal food anaphylaxis rose almost 10% per year in 

Australia in the years 1997-2013(19) from 0 to 0.009/105 .  
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Figure 1.1  Hospitalisations for food anaphylaxis (ICD-9/10 codes 995.6/T78) in Australian hospitals 

for the financial years 1994/95 to 2009/10 in those aged <12 months, 1-4 years, and 5 years and 

older (data source Australian Institute of Health & Welfare (AIHW)).   

 

Australia now has one of the highest documented rates of food allergy in the world(20).  Cohort 

studies undertaken in Australia represent some of the most comprehensive investigations into 

population based rates of food allergy in the world.  The HealthNUTS(21), SchoolNuts(22) and 

EarlyNUTS(23) cohorts represent more than 10,000 thousand children that have been monitored 

and followed for their atopic outcomes.  Food allergen sensitisation rates of 18% across populations, 

with up to 10% of infants at 12 months of age have a food challenge confirmed food allergy(21). This 

disease trajectory has prompted research programs and a community of practice (including a 

NHMRC Centre for Research Excellence in Australia; the Centre of food allergy Research (CFAR)) 

across Australia that seek to seek drivers that initiates or confounds allergy formation and 

persistence. 
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1.1.2 Immunology of allergy 

The immune system can broadly be seen to made up of several ‘arms’ that protect against different 

pathogen (or non-self) biomolecules that it encounters. T helper Type 1 (Th1) cells mediate cellular 

immune response, Th2 cells mediate the humoral or antibody immune responses and Th17 immune 

cells are responsible for pro inflammatory responses to extracellular infection(24, 25).  Atopy is the 

result of immune dysfunction, with the predominance of a T helper Type 2 (Th2)- immune 

phenotype leading to the over-production of IgE antibody to innocuous allergens and subsequent 

IgE-mediated inflammation(26).   A reciprocal relationship exists between T helper Type 1 (Th1) and 

Th2 immune responses due to cross regulation of the cellular populations(24).   

 

The infant immune system is most susceptible to Th2 polarisation in the first months after birth due 

to the predominant Th1-suppressed/Th2- dominant phenotype that exists to avoid rejection of the 

fetus in utero(27, 28). In the time following birth, newborns are exposed to wide variety of antigenic 

stimuli and it has been postulated that exposure to Th1-tropic microbial stimuli aids in transition to a 

more balanced Th1/Th2 immune environment.   

The ‘hygiene hypothesis’ was first proposed by Strachen et al, after increasing birth order was found 

to be associated with reduction in allergic conditions(29).  Strachan proposed that increased 

exposure to pathogens that occurs in infants with siblings resulted in protection against Th2 

mediated disorders.  Over the past 3-4 decades the hypothesis has evolved as new evidence has 

emerged.  The ‘modified hygiene’ hypothesis or ‘old friends’ hypothesis(30) propose that with 

adoption of the ‘western lifestyle’, and the subsequent reduction in microbial exposure of infants, 

including both reduction in exposure to pathogens and reduction in the diversity of the microbiota, 

there is an increased risk of Th2 bias and immune dysregulation. 
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Th2 dominance typically predisposes individuals to the rapid production of IgE antibody against 

innocuous oral allergens and the development of food allergy(31).  Infants are exposed to a range of 

antigenic proteins from early life and the development of tolerance to innocuous allergens 

represents a challenge to the immune system.  Many factors appear to influence the induction of 

tolerance, and therefore impact the risk of developing IgE-mediated food allergy. Bacterial 

colonisation, breast milk, prebiotics, vitamin D and other supplements(32) have been investigated 

for their ability to promote the natural development of TH1/TH2 balance and prevent the 

development of food allergy – however, to date, no broadly effective strategies have been 

identified. 

 

1.1.3 Prevention and treatment of food allergy 

There are limited options for the prevention and treatment of food allergy.  Following the rapid 

increase in food allergy observed in infants in the 1990s, dietary advice for pregnant mothers and 

infants promoted avoidance of allogenic food(33, 34).  Unfortunately these recommendations have 

since been found to be unhelpful, with early introduction of allergenic food from 4-6 months of age 

now recommended(35).  These recommendations stem from the definitive findings of the LEAP 

study, which randomised infants at high risk of peanut allergy to either consume peanut or avoid the 

allergen(36).  Amongst infants in the avoidance group, 17% developed peanut allergy by the age of 5 

years while only 3% of the children who were randomized to eating the peanut snack developed 

allergy by age 5.  It is yet to be determined if this finding will directly translate to infants with a 

normal risk of developing food allergy. There are many RCTs aimed at preventing food allergy that 

have been completed or are currently underway, these studies are investing early introduction of 

allergens(37, 38), supplementation with probiotics(39), addition of Vitamin D to the diet(40, 41) and 

consumption of allergenic food during pregnancy(PrEggNut Study; ACTRN12618000937213).  
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However, none of these strategies have been conclusively shown to protect against the 

development of food allergy at this stage. 

Unfortunately, prophylactic treatment for food allergy are also limited.  There is currently no FDA or 

TGA approved therapy for the treatment of food allergy.  However, there is growing evidence of the 

value of oral immunotherapy (the consumption of low levels of allergen to achieve tolerance). While 

the treatment can be effective in some people, patient satisfaction with the treatment is low, the 

rates of adverse reaction to the treatment is high, as is the rate of anaphylaxis and use of 

epinephrine in those receiving the treatment(42).   

Given the lack of conclusive evidence for any of the described interventions above, there is value in  

exploration of other strategies targeting the modulation of the immune system for the prevention of 

food allergy.  There has been much speculation as to the role infant vaccination may play in 

predisposition to allergy(43, 44) and given the conflicting nature of the data(43) further investigation 

is warranted.    

1.2 PERTUSSIS VACCINATION 

Bordetella pertussis, (hereafter referred to as; pertussis) the causative agent for whooping cough, is 

a highly contagious gram-negative bacteria that was first identified in 1906(45).  The bacteria infects 

the respiratory tissue resulting in initial cold-like symptoms, before the development of the 

characteristic paroxysmal coughing (the whoop) which can persist for up to 10 weeks, and can be 

accompanied by complications, including vomiting, broken ribs and pneumonia(46).  While the 

disease can occur in both adults and children(47), the majority of serious cases are infants less than 

12 months of age(48).  It is estimated that prior to the development of an effective vaccine against 

the bacteria, pertussis infection was responsible for between 3-9% of all deaths in children less than 

5 years of age(49).   
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The first whole killed bacterial vaccine was developed in the 1930s, and “whole cell” pertussis 

vaccine was commercially available as part of a combination vaccine against pertussis, diphtheria 

and tetanus by the 1940s(50).  This combination vaccine has been a cornerstone of the WHO 

Expanded Programme on Immunisation since its inception in 1974.  Following the introduction of 

pertussis vaccination in the United States, annual rates of infection prior fell from 200,000 per year 

to just over 1000 cases in 1976(49).  

Whole killed bacterial vaccines are manufactured by essentially the same method around the world; 

pertussis bacteria are grown in bulk culture before centrifugation, and killed using heat and/or 

chemical treatment before combining with the tetanus/diphtheria components of the vaccine(46). 

The vaccines were highly effective(51) but also reactogenic with approximately half of infants having 

an adverse reaction including; arm swelling, redness and pain at the injection site(52). 

In the 1970-80 controversy arose about the safety of the pertussis whole cell vaccine, with public 

fears that the vaccine was responsible for permanent neurological damage.  In England the 

vaccination rate fell from 79% in 1973 to 31% in 1978 due to fear of the vaccine(53), resulting in a 

pertussis epidemic that in 1977-79 infected more than 100,000 individuals and resulted in 36 deaths. 

In 2001 these concerns about the vaccine were ultimately determined to be unfounded(54) 

however, in the interim, they had instigated the development of a new, less reactogenic pertussis 

vaccine.   

Acellular pertussis vaccine (aP) was first described in 1981 and was is comprised of purified subunit 

antigens and has a less reactogenic profile to that of wP(55).  The vaccine lacks the cell wall 

components of the wP version and does not contain endotoxin.   The aP vaccine relies on the 

generation of antibody mediated protection.  The aP vaccine was adopted in Japan as early as 1981, 

but most developed countries had replaced wP with the new vaccine by the late 1990’s, following 

large scale production and testing of the aP vaccine. Recent work has shown that protection 

afforded by aP is not as long lived as that of wP(56, 57). 
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Most recent meta-analysis estimates of vaccine efficacy place wP efficacy at 94% (95%CI 88%-97%) 

and aP at 84%(95%CI 81%-87%)(51).  Relative risk estimates from a recent meta-analysis of adverse 

events following first pertussis vaccination(52), suggest that the risk of all adverse events following 

immunisation is higher in infants receiving wP compared to aP ( RR of local reaction 2.73 (2.33, 3.21), 

fever over 38 °C RR 9.21 (5.39, 15.76)).  

While aP was adopted and is in continued use in high resource settings, wP is used by the vast 

majority of immunisation programs worldwide. The enhanced protection afforded by the wP vaccine 

and the  increased risk of resurgence of pertussis in populations using aP, means that Current WHO 

recommendations state that countries who are currently using wP do not consider changing to the 

aP version of the vaccine unless boosting and maternal vaccination can be sustained by the 

country(48).   

 

1.2.1 Immune profile of pertussis vaccination 

Studies of natural infection of pertussis have highlighted the essential role of Th1 mediated 

immunity in clearing infection(58). wP also induces strong Th1 immunity through stimulation by the 

bacterial cell wall components of the vaccine.  These Th1 responses are also responsible for the high 

level of reactogenicity of the vaccine, and one of the primary reasons for the development of the 

less reatogenic ap vaccine(54).   

In contrast to wP, aP vaccine induces robust Th2-type antibody mediated responses, that provide 

immediate protection from the disease(59, 60).  However, this protection appears to be less long-

lived than the Th1 immunity of wP vaccine, with immunity lasting on average 4 years, while wP 

protection after 3 doses of the vaccine lasting up to 10 years(57). In addition, data suggests that 

while the antibody mediated protection may prevent the symptoms of the disease, it may not 

prevent carriage and transmission of the infection(61). 
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Th polarisation of the vaccines has been extensively documented with several studies describing 

excessive IgE antibody production in infants who receive aP alone(62) and production of pertussis 

specific IgE(63).  More recent data showing that the polarisation can persist for many years(64), and 

that the initial priming dose of vaccine can continue to influence the Th profile of individuals even 

after boosting(65). 

1.2.2 Immunomodulatory effects of pertussis vaccines 

The Th2 polarisation described above focuses on responses to pertussis antigen and antigen specific 

responses to the vaccine.  Th2 polarisation observed following aP vaccination has been shown to 

extend to non-pertussis antigens.  Children primed with aP only exhibit high levels of total IgE, as 

well as tetanus specific IgE(66).  These levels of IgE are rarely seen in children who received wP or 

wp/aP mixed schedules.  Some studies have shown IgE specific responses to food allergens(67) 

following aP vaccination, while others have not(66).  A large recent study looking at IgE levels in 

infants following receipt of wP or aP showed much reduced levels of IgE to tetanus and diptheria 

antigens in infants who received wP, compared to infants receiving aP.  In infants who received aP, 

the elevated levels of IgE were also seen to persist 6 months post vaccination(68).  

1.2.3 Pertussis Vaccination and Food allergy 

A randomised clinical trial (RCT) was used to investigate the impact of type of pertussis vaccination 

on allergy outcomes in the late 1990s(69).  This study found no significant association with type of 

pertussis vaccine received and allergic outcomes, however, as noted above, recent analysis of 

samples from this study showed clear immunological difference in receipt of wP and aP(68).  A 

prospective cohort study based in the Isle of Wight also failed to find any difference in the frequency 

of atopic outcomes among children receiving wP versus aP (70).  A more recent Australian 

prospective cohort study did find an association with delay of aP vaccine and protection against 

eczema in infants, compared to timely pertussis vaccination(71). 
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1.2.4 Pertussis Vaccination and disease in Australia 

Pertussis infection is a notifiable disease in Australia.  Since the pertussis vaccine became available in 

the 1940s there has been a dramatic drop in infection and deaths from the disease, however regular 

outbreaks of the disease are noted, and several epidemics have occurred over the last 15-20 years 

and Australia has one of the highest reported rates of pertussis in the world(72, 73). The combined 

diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis vaccine was used in universal childhood immunisation in Australia from 

1954 and has been part of the national immunisation program since its inception in 1975(72).   

The National Immunisation Program Schedule currently recommends pertussis immunisation at 2, 4 

and 6 months of age, 18 months, 4 years, 12-13 years and is recommended at 20 to 32 weeks 

gestation for all pregnant women(74).  The timing of the primary schedule for infant vaccine doses 

has remained essentially unchanged since 1982 with pertussis vaccine recommended at 2,4 and 6 

months.  However the number and timing of boosters has undergone a number of changes, 

responding to the evolving epidemiology of pertussis infection in the population(75)(Figure 1.2).  

Emergence of the infection in different age groups led to the addition of the boosters of the vaccine, 

and elevated levels of reactogenicity led to dropping of booster doses.  Maternal immunisation has 

been the most recent addition to the pertussis schedule, proving highly effective in reducing 

pertussis infection in unimmunised infants(76). 
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The reactogenicity of whole cell pertussis vaccination, and public safety concerns to adverse 

reactions, led to the replacement of wP with aP containing vaccines in Australia in the late 1990s 

through to the early 2000s.  From 1997 to 2003 whole cell pertussis vaccination was replaced by 

acellular pertussis vaccination in the Australian vaccine schedule(77).  Utilising raw state-based data 

from the Australian Children’s Immunisation Register (ACIR, now the Australian Immunisation 

Register, AIR) it is possible to track the changeover period of pertussis vaccine use in Australia 

(Figure 1.3 and (77)). 
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Figure 1.3 Number of doses of wP and aP administered each month in Australia, 1997-2000. Wp 

and ap doses delivered as part of primary schedule (doses 1-3), all states and territories Australia. 

 

It is important to note that this change over from wP to aP is temporally associated with the increase 

in hospitalisations for food anaphylaxis as described in Fig 1.1. This association of increase in food 

anaphylaxsis and change over of vaccine, combined with the immunological data on both the 

development of food allergy, and the immunoprofiles of the pertussis vaccines, led to the testable 

hypothesis (as detailed below) which forms the central aim of this thesis. 

1.3 CHILDHOOD IMMUNISATION AND ALLERGY: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSES 

As discussed above some RCT and cohort studies have examined what role, if any, pertussis 

immunisation might play in the development of atopic disease.  As part of a larger systematic review 

and meta-analysis (PROSPERO Register No:CRD42017071009), a meta-analysis of cohort studies was 
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undertaken looking at the combined weight of evidence for the impact of pertussis immunisation on 

atopic outcomes (see box 1). 
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Box 1: Search terms for the Systematic review and meta-analysis:   

Exposure terms: "Immunization" "vaccination" Outcome terms: "asthma" "wheeze" "eczema" 

"dermatitis" " allergic rhinitis" "hay fever" "food allergy" "sensitisation" "atopy". 

Eligibility criteria; The review was restricted to RCTs and prospective and retrospective cohort 

studies.  Exposure had to occur in childhood, while allergic outcomes could be reported at any age.   

Papers: 5622 references were identified using the above search terms.  From these, seven articles 

based on RCTs and 34 articles based on cohort studies.  Of these, 1 RCT and 13 cohort studies 

examined pertussis vaccines as an exposure (see table 1.1).   

Meta-analysis: Meta-analysis was only possible on the cohort studies involving pertussis vaccination 

(only 1 RCT completed involving pertussis).  No association was found between either aP or wP 

vaccinations and a number of allergic outcomes(Figure 1.4, 1.5).  As can be seen from the forest 

plots, there was a large amount of variability in results from the studies, making drawing conclusions 

from the pooled data difficult. Pooled estimates had high heterogeneity.  Many of the studies had 

small numbers of participants, and the outcomes were not consistent, either in regard to type of 

allergic outcome or age at allergic assessment. As can be seen from the table 1.1, some studies used 

placebo controls(), while other used comparator vaccines().  The variability of studies across the 

systematic review highlighted the importance of ensuring uniform standards for allergy assessment. 
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Table 1.1: Characteristics of studies included in meta-analysis. 

Reference, 
country 

Study sample Exposure Outcome Nature of the 
association 

Randomised controlled Trial 

Nilsson et 
al.1998(69), 
Sweden  

Infants from the Swedish 
pertussis vaccine trial   
(N=669) 

Pertussis 
2-c, 5-c, 
WC vs. DT  

Any atopic disease None 

Birth cohorts 
Venter et al, 
2016(70), UK 

Isle of Wight (FAIR) birth 
cohort(N=819) 

aP vs wP Food allergy (IgE), 
SPT 

None* 

Farooqi et al, 
1998(78), UK 

Oxfordshire Family 
practice Birth Cohort: 
(N=1934) 

wP  , 
Measles  

Atopy, asthma, 
eczema, allergic 
rhinitis 

Weak higher 
risk* 

Gruber et al. 
2003(79), 
Germany 

German atopy risk 
enhanced sample from 
MAS-90, 5 years follow 
up(N=1314) 

DTP, 
MMR, 
OPV, Hib, 
TBE 

AD, Allergic 
sensitization, 
Asthma, allergic 
rhinitis, total serum 
IgE 

Protective# 

Population based prospective cohort studies 
Henderson et 
al, 1999(80), UK  

Avon longitudinal study of 
pregnancy and childhood. 
(N=9,444) 

Pertussis  
 
 
 

Wheezing illness None* 

Kiraly et al, 
2016(71), 
Australia 

HealthNuts study, 
(N=4856) 

DTaP On-
time Vs 
late 

Food allergy (SPT 
or IgE) 

Delayed DTaP- 
Protective* 

Maitra et al. 
2004(81), UK 

Avon longitudinal study of 
pregnancy and childhood. 
(N=13 97)  

Pertussis  Asthma, Wheeze, 
atopy (SPT) 

None* 

Nakajima et al. 
2007(82), 
Australia  

Tasmanian Longitudinal 
Health Study (TAHS). 
(N=8,443) 

DTP, 
Polio, 
Small pox 

Asthma, Eczema, 
Food allergies 
Hay fever 

None* 

Population based retrospective cohort studies 
Bernsen et al. 
2003(83), 
Netherlands 

Children born in 1988, 
1989 or 1990 in 
Zwijndrecht 
(N=1724) 

DTP (WC), 
MMR 
Booster 
DT, Polio 

any type of allergy, 
asthma, eczema 

Whole cell 
Pertussis may 
be protective 
* 

* Adjusted for a minimum set of Confounders                        # Adjusted only for age and sex 
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Figure 1.4 Forest plot showing RRs and 95% CIs for the association between acellular pertussis 

vaccination and childhood allergy measured as asthma, eczema, food allergy sensitization (SPT 

and IgE) and hay fever for the selected cohort studies 

NOTE: Weights are from random effects analysis
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Figure 1.5 Forest plot showing RRs and 95% CIs for the association between whole cell pertussis 

vaccination and childhood allergy measured as asthma, eczema, food allergy sensitization (SPT), 

hay fever and allergy as an umbrella term for the selected cohort studies 

  

NOTE: Weights are from random effects analysis
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While the meta-analysis did not find an association between pertussis vaccination and allergic 

outcomes, due to the variability of the results, the specificity of the analysis is poor and should not 

be taken as conclusive.  

Investigating associations between vaccination and allergy can be costly and time consuming as 

cohorts must be followed for significant amounts of time to ascertain allergy status.  Testing entire 

populations for food allergy is also challenging and expensive.  In order to effectively investigate the 

association of type of pertussis vaccine received and food allergy outcomes our study took 

advantage of the natural experiment of the changeover in Australia from wP to aP in the late 1990s 

utilising a highly efficient nested case-control design. 

 

1.4 CASE CONTROL STUDIES 

1.4.1 Case-control design 

Case control studies are retrospective observational studies that examine the relationship between 

an outcome and exposure(84).  Case-control studies are a highly efficient means of undertaking an 

observational study, particularly in the case of rare diseases.  Unlike cohort studies where all 

members of a cohort are followed, exposure status ascertained, and assessed for development of 

disease, a case-control study identifies cases and then retrospectively ascertains the exposure 

status.  This means that case-control studies can be undertaken rapidly, as the outcome is already 

reached at the start of the study.   

The exposure status of cases can be compared to exposure distribution of identified non-cases 

(traditional case-control) or to the exposure distribution of a sample of the study base (a case-

referent, or nested case-control design)(85).  When the study base is sample irrespective of case-

status the odds ratio can be considered to be an unbiased estimator of the relative risk(86-88), 

independent of the rare disease assumption(88, 89).   
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One of the primary benefits of the case-control study design is efficiency to be gained through 

sampling of the cohort(90).  For rare diseases or diseases where diagnosis can be difficult or 

expensive, screening of a sufficiently large cohort to ensure studies are sufficiently powered is time 

consuming and costly.   In situations where it would be unethical to submit patients to a 

randomisation to a dangerous exposure, case-control study designs are highly appropriate.  Case-

control study design can have disadvantages if not carefully designed they can be prone to bias(88, 

91) (see STROBE guidelines below)  – this is especially true if reliant on memory recall. Moreover, the 

quality of case control studies can be dependent on the quality of historical record keeping.  

Historically case-control designs have been used to great effect in the fields of smoking and cancer 

and are also very useful in investigation of disease outbreaks.  Well executed case-control studies 

are a powerful, rapid means of ascertaining associations between exposures and outcomes(84).   

 

1.4.2 STROBE Guidelines 

 In 2004, a network of epidemiologists, statisticians, researches and editors developed the 

“strengthening the reporting of observational studies in epidemiology (STROBE) statement”(92).  In 

the same way that the development of the CONSORT guidelines 10 years before were designed to 

improve the quality of RCTs, these guidelines were developed to support and increase the quality of 

reporting of observational research.  STROBE guidelines were developed specifically as reporting 

requirements for the observational research designs of cohort, case-control and cross-sectional 

studies.   The STROBE checklist(Appendix 5.1) provides a framework for the effective reporting of 

observational research and is supported by many biomedical journals.  The central hypothesis and 

aims of this thesis conform to the STROBE checklist and this forms the basis of the Chapter 2 

manuscript. 
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1.5 THESIS HYPOTHESIS 

Primary Hypothesis:  Among Australian children with documented evidence of receiving a pertussis 

vaccine before age 16 weeks, a record of receipt of a wP vaccine as dose one is less common than aP 

vaccine among those subsequently diagnosed with food allergy compared to date of birth, 

socioeconomic index and jurisdiction -matched cohort controls.  

 

Secondary Hypothesis I:  Among Australian children with documented evidence of receiving a 

pertussis vaccine before age 16 weeks, a record of receipt of at least one dose of wP vaccine at any 

age is less common  than aP vaccine at all ages among those subsequently diagnosed with food 

allergy compared to date of birth, socioeconomic index and jurisdiction-matched cohort controls.  

 

Secondary Hypothesis II:  Among Australian children with documented evidence of receiving a 

pertussis vaccine before age 16 weeks, a record of receipt of one or more wP vaccine doses 

exclusively (i.e. no aP vaccine) is less common than one or more aP vaccine doses exclusively (i.e. no 

wP vaccines) among those subsequently diagnosed with food allergy compared to date of birth, 

socioeconomic index and jurisdiction matched cohort controls.  

 

1.6 AIM AND OBJECTIVES 

Aim 

To assess the possible food allergy-preventive benefit of using wP compared with aP for pertussis 

vaccination in childhood. 

 

Primary objective 

To determine if Australian children born between 1997 to 1999 (inclusive) who received wP as their 

first pertussis vaccine dose in infancy were less likely to subsequently develop IgE-mediated food 
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allergy compared with contemporaneous children who received aP as their first pertussis vaccine 

dose. 

 

Secondary objectives 

(i) To determine if Australian children born in the years 1997 to 1999 (inclusive) who received at 

least one dose of a wP pertussis vaccine at any age were less likely to subsequently develop IgE-

mediated food allergy compared with contemporaneous children who received only aP pertussis 

vaccines. 

 

(ii) To determine if Australian children born in the years 1997 to 1999 (inclusive) who received wP 

pertussis vaccines exclusively were less likely to subsequently develop IgE-mediated food allergy 

compared with contemporaneous children who received only aP pertussis vaccines. 
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2 METHODS 

2.0 PREFACE 

This chapter contains the manuscript of the published protocol of this study.  To meet GCP 

requirements this protocol was published in advance of analysis of the data and contains a complete 

description of the study and methods undertaken.  This paper was co-authored and author 

contributions can be found in the declaration at the beginning of this thesis.  A copy of the paper can 

be found in Appendix 5.6 and the monitoring plan for the study in Appendix 5.2.  All references for 

the chapter appear at the conclusion of the chapter. 

 

2.1 ABSTRACT: 

Introduction:  

Atopic diseases, including food allergy, have become a predominant cause of chronic illness among 

children in developed countries. In Australia, a rise in hospitalisations among infants coded as 

anaphylaxis to foods coincided with the replacement of whole-cell pertussis vaccine (wP) with 

subunit acellular pertussis vaccine (aP) on the national immunisation schedule in the late 

1990s.  Atopy is characterised by a tendency to mount T-helper type 2 responses to otherwise 

innocuous environmental antigens. Compared to infants who receive aP as their first pertussis 

vaccine, those who receive wP appear less likely to mount T-helper type 2 immune responses to 

either vaccine or extraneous antigens. We therefore speculate that removal of wP from the vaccine 

schedule contributed to the observed rise in IgE-mediated food allergy among Australian infants.  

Methods and analysis:  
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This is a retrospective individually-matched case-control study among a cohort of Australian children 

born from 1997 to 1999, the period of transition from wP to aP vaccines; we include in the cohort 

children listed on Australia’s comprehensive population-based immunisation register as having 

received a first dose of either pertussis vaccine by 16 weeks old. 500 cohort children diagnosed as 

having IgE-mediated food allergy at specialist allergy clinics will be included as cases.  Controls 

matched to each case by date and jurisdiction of birth and regional socioeconomic index will be 

sampled from the immunisation register. Conditional logistic regression will be used to estimate 

odds ratio (±95%CI) of receipt of wP (versus aP) as the first vaccine dose among cases compared to 

controls.   

Ethics and dissemination:  

The study is approved by all relevant human research ethics committees: Western Australia Child 

and Adolescent Health Services (2015052EP), Women’s and Children’s Hospital 

(HREC/15/WCHN/162), Royal Children’s Hospital (35230A), Sydney Children’s Hospital Network 

(HREC/15/SCHN/405). Outcomes will be disseminated through publication and scientific 

presentation.  Trial Registration Details: NCT02490007, status: enrolling 

 

 

Strengths and limitations of this study 

• The transition from wP to aP in Australia represents a natural experiment of the effect of 

infant pertussis vaccination on subsequent food allergy on a scale not achievable by a 

randomised controlled trial. 

• The study is nested within Australia’s comprehensive, prospective, population-based 

immunisation register, meaning that ascertainment of vaccination status is likely to be 

accurate and any misclassification is likely to be non-differential for cases and controls. 
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• We included only cases diagnosed as IgE-mediated food allergy in specialist tertiary allergy 

clinics.  

• Not all children diagnosed with IgE-mediated food allergy had a formal food challenge, the 

gold-standard for diagnosis. 

• We assume that the probability of receipt of Wp as the first pertussis vaccine dose (rather 

than Ap) was dependent on date and jurisdiction of birth, but independent of any other risk 

factors for food allergy. It is not possible to verify this assumption is valid.    

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION: 

Epidemiology of atopic disease in Australia and internationally:  

As a group, atopic diseases (eczema, asthma, rhinoconjunctivitis, food allergy) are now the most 

prevalent chronic diseases of children in resource-rich industrialised countries; at least one in four 

Australian children is affected by these conditions(1). Whereas the incidence of aero-allergic atopic 

diseases (asthma and rhinoconjunctivitis) began rising several decades ago and peaked in Australia 

in the 1980s(2), since the late 1990s a 'second wave' of non-aero allergic atopy has emerged 

characterised by severe IgE-mediated food allergies in children(3). For example, one Australian 

allergy clinic observed a 12-fold rise in consultations for food allergy in children between 1995 and 

2006(4).  Fatal food anaphalaxis rose almost 10% per year from 1997 to 2013(5).  In the most 

comprehensive study of its kind, the prevalence of food sensitisation among 12 month old Victorian 

infants was 18% (95% CI, 17-19%), with 10% having challenge-proven food allergy(6). The most 

common allergies were to peanut 3.0%, raw egg 8.9%, and sesame 0.8%. The prevalence of allergic 

eczema among infants was found to be even higher, 26.7% (95% CI 25.0-28.4%)(6). A similar 

phenomenon has also been described in the United Kingdom(7) and the United States(8, 9). A 

characteristic feature of this epidemic has been the onset of symptoms in early infancy and 

persistence of symptoms into adolescence(3).  
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The rise in atopic disease, and sudden rise in food allergy in particular, suggest one or more causal 

environmental triggers. It has been widely suggested that lifestyle change, in particular declining 

exposure to infection - the hygiene hypothesis(10) - is responsible. However, this does not by itself 

explain the more abrupt onset of food-related allergy in Australia(11). 

 

A temporal association exists between the onset of the epidemic of food allergies in Australia and 

the transition from the use of vaccines containing the whole cell pertussis antigen (wP) to those 

containing the acellular pertussis antigen (aP). Use of aP began to replace that of wP in the mid 

1990s and by early 1999 most scheduled childhood pertussis vaccines were aP(12).  In the United 

States and in the United Kingdom, a temporal association between the phasing out of wP vaccines 

and the increase in hospitalisations for food allergy is not clear (unpublished data, personal 

communication) although coding of hospitalisation records for allergies may be both insensitive and 

non-specific so any associations could be easily obscured. In light of the contrasting immunological 

effects of wP compared with aP (reviewed below), it is plausible that a causal relationship underlies 

the ecological association observed in Australia. 

 

The immunological basis of atopic disease:  

A reciprocal relationship exists between T-helper cell type 1 and type 2 (Th1 and Th2) immunity due 

to cross-regulation of their respective effector cell populations(13). The balance between Th1 and 

Th2 is established during early infancy. Atopy is caused by a dysregulation of this balance in the 

developing immune system, characterised by an immune phenotype that is heavily biased toward 

Th2-immunity or ‘Th2-polarised’, the consequent over-production of IgE to one or more allergens, 

and IgE-mediated inflammation. 
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The developing immune system appears most susceptible to Th2 polarisation in the critical early 

months after birth. This period is pivotal in the transition from the Th1-suppressed/Th2-dominant 

phenotype needed to avoid rejection in utero, to a more Th1/Th2 balanced phenotype. Newborns 

are exposed to an array of new antigenic proteins from infection and other natural environmental 

exposures, including gut flora and food components. The development of tolerance to these natural 

exposures represents an early challenge to the developing immune system. It appears the 

development of tolerance can be influenced by a range of factors, which in turn modify the risk of 

food allergy. The best studied of these are optimal bacterial colonisation, breast milk, prebiotics, 

vitamins and polyunsaturated fatty acids(14); however, so far no broadly effective strategies have 

been identified to promote the natural development of Th1/Th2 balance or to prevent the 

development of food-related and other allergies in infants. 

 

The immune profile of pertussis vaccines:  

Th1 responses are needed for clearing pertussis infection(15). wP stimulates these adaptive 

responses via the presence of bacterial cell wall components which stimulate the Th1 immune 

pathway(16). Stimulation of the Th1 pathway also results in local and systemic adverse vaccine 

reactions, which was the driving reason for phasing out use of wP. In contrast, aP typically induces 

strong Th2 responses(15, 17, 18) with the production of antigen-specific antibodies. While this aP 

response provides immediate antibody derived protection from disease, the absence of Th1 

stimulation may skew the developing immune response towards one characterised by Th2 

responses. Children who receive at least one dose of wP in infancy appear better protected against 

pertussis than children who receive aP only(19). The most recent meta-analysis of vaccine efficacy 

comparing wP and aP estimate efficacy at 94% ((95% CI, 88%–97%) and 84% (95% CI, 81%–87%) 

respectively(20).  Moreover, a number of studies detail the Th2 immune bias induced in some 

infants who received aP-only schedules, resulting in excessive IgE production against vaccine 
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antigens(21, 22).  A recent study has shown that the Th polarisation induced by infant immunisation 

can persist into adolescence and adulthood and is maintained after booster vaccination(23).   This 

could be due to the combined effect of: 1) carry-over of the Th2-biased in utero phenotype; 2) the 

presence of alum and pertussis toxin, which have Th2-adjuvantising properties; and 3) the absence 

of the balancing Th1-stimulating ligands present in wP. These effects manifest especially among 

children with evidence of an underlying Th2-skewed phenotype(21, 22).  

 

The broader immuno-modulating properties of pertussis:  

The Th2 polarising effect of the intial dose of aP appears to extend beyond vaccine-specific 

responses; there may be a significant “bystander” effect with up-regulation of circulating IgE to a 

broad range of antigens following subsequent doses of aP. Importantly, these Th2-stimulatory 

effects appear to extend to food allergens(24), especially in early infancy when immune memory 

against allergens is most susceptible to programming(25, 26). The administration of additional 

pertussis vaccine doses in later childhood in children primed with aP-only is associated with frequent 

injection-site reactions. In Australia, this contributed to the removal of the 18 month old pertussis 

booster given in 2003, which in turn led to reduced protection against pertussis among pre-school 

aged children(27). These adverse reactions have been linked to the presence of  high levels of 

vaccine-specific, Th2-polarised, Th-memory cells(28). Children primed with aP-only also exhibit high 

titres of total IgE, including tetanus-specific(29, 30) and pertussis-specific IgE(29). These responses 

are rarely observed among children who have received wP containing vaccines, including those who 

have received mixed vaccine schedules of wP and aP(31).  A recent study of a birth cohort examined 

the effect of delaying aP vaccination on atopic outcomes.  This study found that delay of aP by 1 

month resulted in a reduction in eczema in infants and use of eczema medications(32).  To date, no 

other studies have found a relationship between aP vaccines and allergy. A study from the 1990s 

found no significant difference in overall rates of skin prick test reactivity or allergic disease among 
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young Swedish children who received wP compared to those who received aP(33). In that study 

population the frequency of food allergy was low (~2%) compared to that observed among 

contemporary Australian infants. A more recent prospective birth cohort of children from the Isle of 

Wight also failed to find any difference in the frequency of atopic outcomes among children 

receiving wP versus aP (34).   

 

Based on these observations, we speculate that removal of wP from the infant vaccine schedule has 

contributed to the observed rise in IgE-mediated food allergy among Australian infants. 

 

2.2 AIM 

To assess the possible food allergy-preventive benefit of using wP compared with aP for pertussis 

vaccination in childhood. 

 

2.3  OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOME MEASURES 

Primary objective 

To determine if Australian children born between 1997 to 1999 (inclusive) who received wP as their 

first pertussis vaccine dose in infancy were less likely to subsequently develop IgE-mediated food 

allergy compared with contemporaneous children who received aP as their first pertussis vaccine 

dose. 

 

Secondary objectives 

(I) To determine if Australian children born in the years 1997 to 1999 (inclusive) who received at 

least one dose of a wP pertussis vaccine at any age were less likely to subsequently develop IgE-
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mediated food allergy compared with contemporaneous children who received only aP pertussis 

vaccines. 

 

(II) To determine if Australian children born in the years 1997 to 1999 (inclusive) who received wP 

pertussis vaccines exclusively were less likely to subsequently develop IgE-mediated food allergy 

compared with contemporaneous children who received only aP pertussis vaccines. 

 

Pre-specified hypotheses 

Primary Hypothesis:  Among Australian children with documented evidence of receiving a pertussis 

vaccine before age 16 weeks, a record of receipt of a wP vaccine as dose one is less common than aP 

vaccine among those subsequently diagnosed with food allergy compared to date of birth, 

socioeconomic index and jurisdiction -matched cohort controls.  

 

Secondary Hypothesis I:  Among Australian children with documented evidence of receiving a 

pertussis vaccine before age 16 weeks, a record of receipt of at least one dose of wP vaccine at any 

age is less common  than aP vaccine at all ages among those subsequently diagnosed with food 

allergy compared to date of birth, socioeconomic index and jurisdiction-matched cohort controls.  

Secondary Hypothesis II:  Among Australian children with documented evidence of receiving a 

pertussis vaccine before age 16 weeks, a record of receipt of one or more wP vaccine doses 

exclusively (i.e. no aP vaccine) is less common than one or more aP vaccine doses exclusively (i.e. no 

wP vaccines) among those subsequently diagnosed with food allergy compared to date of birth, 

socioeconomic index  and jurisdiction matched cohort controls.  

 

2.4 METHODS AND ANALYSIS 
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2.4.1 Study Design 

This is a retrospective individually-matched case-control study of Australian children born during the 

period of transition from use of wP containing pertussis vaccines to aP containing pertussis vaccines 

(year of birth 1997-1999 inclusive) and who are registered on the Australian Immunisation Register 

(AIR; prior to 2016 known as the Australian Childhood Immunisation Register, ACIR) and who have 

received their first dose of pertussis vaccine before age 16 weeks. Cases are drawn from private 

allergy clinics and allergy clinics associated with tertiary teaching hospitals around Australia. Five 

hundred children identified as having IgE mediated food allergy, from reviewing case histories 

against standardised inclusion criteria, will be enrolled.  Cohort controls will be drawn from a de-

identified database of the Australian Immunisation Register held by the National Centre for 

Immunisation Research and Surveillance of Vaccine Preventable Diseases.  Each case will be 

individually matched with up to 10 cohort controls based on year of birth, socioeconomic index and 

jurisdiction.  

Project coordination and epidemiological analysis is conducted from the Wesfarmers Centre of 

Vaccines and Infectious Diseases at the Telethon Kids Institute Western Australia. 

 

Primary Outcome Measure 

The primary outcome is IgE-mediated food allergy diagnosed by a registered specialist paediatric 

allergist.   

 

Definition of exposure of interest (vaccination) 

For the primary analysis, exposure is defined as Australian Immunisation Register (AIR) documented 

receipt of either a wP containing vaccine or receipt of an aP containing vaccine as the first vaccine 

against pertussis and given before age 16 weeks (strictly <112 days) irrespective of any subsequent 

pertussis vaccinations. 

For the secondary analyses, exposure is defined as either: 
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(I) AIR documented receipt of one or more doses of wP at any age or only aP containing 

vaccines for all pertussis vaccinations. All other sequences of vaccines will be coded as non-

applicable and excluded from the analysis. 

(II) AIR documented receipt of only wP containing vaccine for all pertussis vaccinations or only 

aP containing vaccines for all pertussis immunisations. All other sequences of vaccines will be coded 

as non-applicable and excluded from the analysis. 

Vaccination status for each case and its corresponding matched controls is referenced from the age 

of allergy diagnosis in the case. 

 

2.4.2 Study Setting 

Cases are drawn from private allergy clinics and from allergy clinics associated with tertiary teaching 

hospitals in the Australian states of New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia and Western 

Australia; matched cohort controls are selected from among children registered as resident in the 

same state and recorded as having received at least one pertussis vaccine dose on the population-

based vaccine register (AIR).   

 

2.4.3 Participant Identification 

2.4.3.1 Eligibility criteria 

All cases and cohort controls must be registered on AIR as having had a first dose of any pertussis 

containing vaccine before age 16 weeks and during the period in which the transition from wP to aP 

vaccine occurred: 1st January 1997 to 31st December 1999.   

2.4.3.2 Overall description of trial participants  

To maximise the study efficiency, in the case identification has been concentrated among children 

born when aP accounted for between 25% to 75% of infant vaccine doses administered. The 
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changeover from wP to aP occurred with slightly different timing in the different jurisdictions of 

Australia so the exact dates vary across jurisdictions.  In the first instance, cases have been identified 

from among clinic attendees in NSW, Victoria, Queensland and Western Australia who are AIR-

registered and born from 1st October 1998 to 30th June 1999.  For South Australia, cases have been 

drawn from AIR-registered children born from 1st July 1997- 30th October 1998 owing to the earlier 

uptake of aP in that state.   

500 cases in total will be enrolled.  If fewer than 500 cases are identified from among children born 

within the initial birthdate range, the CI will expanded this birthdate range for NSW, Victoria, 

Queensland and Western Australia to 1st June  1998- 30th October 1999; for South Australia the 

birthdate range will expanded to 1st April 1997- 30th April 1999. If there are still insufficient eligible 

cases identified, the birthdate range will be progressively increased by 3 month increments in each 

direction for all jurisdictions until 500 cases are identified, or until the limits of 1st January 1997 and 

31st December 1999 are reached (whichever occurs first). 

 

2.4.3.3 Case definition 

Cases are considered to have IgE-mediated food allergy on the basis of 1) a documented history of 

consistent clinical symptoms following ingestion of an implicated food, and 2) evidence of 

sensitisation to that food via either positive skin-prick test or elevated specific IgE to the implicated 

food, with onset after the first pertussis-containing vaccine but before age 15 years.  

To meet the case definition of IgE-mediated food allergy, the case must satisfy BOTH: 

The clinical notes or a clinical letter arising from the allergy consult explicitly documents the 

presence of one or more of the following features,: 

• urticaria 

• angioedema 
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• emesis  

• vocal hoarseness 

• persistent cough 

• wheeze 

• stridor 

• collapse 

• hypotension  

with onset of at least one feature within 1 hour of ingestion of the suspected food where this can 

reasonably inferred from statements such as “immediate” or “within x minutes” where x is <60. 

AND  

Documented evidence of allergic sensitisation to the implicated food through EITHER:  

specific IgE positive to suspected food (serum specific IgE >0.35KU/l) , or  

positive skin prick test (SPT) to suspected food (wheal diameter >3mm)  

where evidence of sensitisation must be at the time of consultation or within 6 months after the 

clinical encounter. 

 

Other acceptable terms: 

When reviewing case histories the below terms are considered synonymous: 

urticaria – hives, rash, welts 

angioedema - oedema, swelling of lips or eyes 

emesis- vomit or vomiting  

vocal hoarseness - horse voice, raspy voice 
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persistent cough 

 wheeze 

stridor 

collapse - faint, loss of consciousness 

hypotension - low blood pressure 

The case definition has been agreed upon by specialist allergists associated with the study as 

consistent with international expert consensus for the definition of IgE-mediated food allergy.  

 

2.4.3.4 Determination of exposure (vaccination) 

The primary exposure of interest for case and cohort controls is the first received pertussis vaccine 

as recorded on the Australian Immunisation Register (AIR).  The Australian vaccination schedule 

recommends three sequential priming vaccines against pertussis at approximately 2, 4 and 6 months 

of age.  Cases and controls will have either received aP or wP together with tetanus (T) and 

diphtheria (D), either with or without hepatitis B (hepB) as part of commercial combined vaccine 

preparations. All children will have been eligible for booster doses of aP at age 18 months old and at 

age 4 years old. 

 

2.4.4 Ethics and Dissemination 

This study was approved by human research ethics committees (HREC) in each jurisdiction.  The PIFA 

study is approved by the Child and Adolescent Health Service Human Research Ethics Committee, 

Perth, Western Australia (Ref:2015052EP), Adelaide Women’s and Children’s Hospital HREC, South 

Australia (Ref:HREC/15/WCHN/162), Royal Children’s Hospital HREC, Victoria, Australia (Ref:35230A) 
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and the Sydney Children’s Hospital Network HREC, New South Wales, Australia(Ref: 

HREC/15/SCHN/405). 

 

A waiver of consent was sought and approved on the basis that the study poses negligible risk to 

participants and that seeking individual consent for access to data was unfeasible and may lead to 

ascertainment bias.  

 

2.4.5 Statistics 

2.4.5.1 Sample size and power considerations 

A study involving 500 sets of cases and controls, with 10 matched controls for each case, has 80% 

power to detect a 23% lower risk (odds ratio 0.77) of food allergy among children who received wP 

as their first dose of pertussis vaccine compared with those who received aP as their first dose. This 

assumes that: (i) 50% of cohort controls receive a first pertussis vaccine dose of wP on average; (ii) 

the correlation coefficient for exposure (first dose of wP) between cases and matched controls is 0.5; 

and (iii) a two-sided significance level of 5%. We believe that a smaller effect size will not influence 

vaccine policy. 

2.4.5.2 Bias 

Management of confounding: Because routine vaccines in Australia are delivered almost exclusively 

via the National Immunisation Program, date of birth (and therefore date of vaccination) and 

jurisdiction are considered to be the only relevant factors associated with vaccine type received (wP 

versus aP), and therefore the only relevant potential confounders. We will minimise confounding by 

these factors by direct matching. In so far as the type of vaccine received is expected to be 

independent of ethnicity, sex, family size, birth order, pet ownership and all other factors putatively 

or known to be related to food allergy, there are unlikely to be any other relevant confounders of 
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the association between vaccine type and allergy; inability to match or adjust for other factors poses 

negligible threat to study validity.  

Minimising information bias: The case definition is intended to be pragmatic and yet specific for IgE-

mediated food allergy, excluding many non-allergic food reactions potentially misclassified as allergy 

by non-specialists and in hospital coding. For completeness, we will conduct an a priori sensitivity 

analyses which will include as cases only those children meeting the case definition who also have 1) 

challenge-proven food allergy and 2) evidence of sensitisation at or higher than the following levels: 

SPTs: 8 mm for cow milk, 7 mm for egg, and 8 mm peanut, or IgE serum responses: 15kU/L for cow 

milk, 7 kU/L for egg, 14kU/L for peanut.  These are the documented levels for 95%PPV as defined by 

Sporik et al (35) and Sampson (36).  Ascertainment of vaccination status will be from the AIR for both 

cases and controls and will not rely on either parental recall or recording in medical records. The AIR 

record of cases will only be ascertained after verification from the site PI that the case definition is 

fully met. Children with food allergy will be excluded as cases if they are not registered on AIR. There 

is no reason to expect that the accuracy or completeness of AIR should be different for cases and 

controls, so any inaccuracy is likely to be non-differential.  

Minimisation of selection bias: Cases are sampled only from among children presenting to specialist-

led private allergy clinics and allergy clinics at tertiary paediatric centres. To ensure correct 

classification of cases, we will not sample cases from non-tertiary Australian hospitals, from cases 

diagnosed and managed by non-specialists, or those without confirmation of sensitisation. We 

nonetheless expect cases will be generally representative of all Australian children with true IgE-

mediated food allergy in the birth cohort. Cohort controls will be sampled from date-of-birth, 

jurisdiction and socioeconomic index matched children from the AIR, a comprehensive population-

based register of all Medicare-registered children in Australia. Because cohort controls are sampled 

at random, they will provide an unbiased estimate of the vaccine status of the baseline source 

population for each case by date of birth, jurisdiction and IRSAD score (ABS-assigned socioeconomic 

index by postcode). 
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2.4.5.3 Description of Statistical Methods 

The study population characteristics will be summarised by case or control status using frequency 

and proportion for categorical or binary variables,  means and standard deviations for symmetric 

continuous distributions and medians and inter-quartile ranges for asymmetric distributions. 

Conditional logistic regression will be used to perform hypothesis tests of the association between 

pertussis vaccine type (wP or aP) and IgE-mediated food allergy. Results will be summarised using 

odds ratios (OR’s) and presented with associated 95% confidence intervals. Because controls will be 

sampled from the AIR  irrespective of past or future case status, the odds ratio will be considered to 

be an unbiased estimator of the relative risk of food allergy among children receiving wP compared 

with aP vaccine.  

 

2.4.5.4 Analysis of Outcome Measures 

Primary analysis population: All case and control individuals recorded on the AIR as receiving at least 

one dose of pertussis vaccine before age 16 weeks will be included in the primary analysis, 

irrespective of whether they received any further doses of pertussis vaccine.  

 

Primary analysis: Conditional logistic regression will be used to evaluate the association between 

receipt of wP versus aP as the first pertussis vaccine and diagnosis of IgE-mediated food allergy. 

Direct matching will be on date of birth (+/- 7 days), jurisdiction (Australian state or territory), and 

IRSAD decile of the most recent Medicare-listed postcode (1st to 10th); no factors or interactions will 

be adjusted for in the a priori analysis.  

 

For the primary analysis, a child’s exposure will be coded as either:  
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aP1: first pertussis vaccine dose of aP, with subsequent doses either wP or aP or none 

or  

wP1: first pertussis vaccine dose of wP, with subsequent doses either wP or aP or none 

The comparison of primary interest will be between aP1 and wP1 vaccinated children. 

 

Secondary analyses population: As for the primary analysis population, however the comparison of 

wP-only and aP-only vaccinated children (secondary analysis II) will exclude any children who 

received a mixture of aP and wP vaccines. 

 

Secondary analyses: As for the primary analysis to evaluate the association between pertussis 

vaccines received (wP-only or mixed wP/aP in any combination, compared to aP-only) and IgE-

mediated food allergy.  

 

For secondary analyses: (I), a child’s exposure will be coded as either:  

aP_only: all pertussis vaccine doses as aP, none as wP 

or 

wP_mix: at least 1 dose of wP at any age.   

The comparison of interest is between aP-only and at least one dose of wP vaccine. 

 

For secondary analyses: (II) a child’s exposure will also be coded as either:  

aP_only: all pertussis vaccine doses as aP, none as wP 
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or 

wP_only: all pertussis vaccine doses as wP, none as aP 

The comparison of interest is between aP-only and wP-only vaccinated children. All mixed aP/wP 

vaccinated children will be excluded from the analysis.  Table 2.1 provides a summary of the coding 

of exposure for the primary and secondary. 

Any analyses other than those outlined above or in the sensitivity analyses and case sub-group 

analysis below will be declared as unplanned and post hoc. 
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Table 2.1  

1st dose 

Study 
eligibility 
requires first 
dose before 
age 16 weeks 

2nd dose 3rd dose Primary 
coding 

1st wP v 1st aP 

Secondary (1) 
coding 

Any wP v Only 
aP 

Secondary (2) 
coding 

Only wP v Only 
aP 

wP missing missing wP1 wP_mix wP_only 

wP wP missing wP1 wP_mix wP_only 

wP wP wP wP1 wP_mix wP_only 

wP aP aP or missing wP1 wP_mix Not included 

wP aP or missing aP wP1 wP_mix Not included 

aP wP or missing wP aP1 wP_mix Not included 

aP wP wP or missing aP1 wP_mix Not included 

aP aP aP aP1 aP_only aP_only 

aP aP missing aP1 aP_only aP_only 

aP missing missing aP1 aP_only aP_only 

Table 2.1- Summary of the coding of exposure for the primary and secondary analysis.  
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2.4.5.5 Matching procedures 

For each identified case, up to ten children will be randomly sampled without replacement from the 

AIR database from among all children born on the same day as the case +/- 7 days, and from the 

same jurisdiction and from a postcode with the same IRSAD decile (1st to 10th). Children will only be 

included once as a case. Each cohort control will be associated with one unique case. Consistent with 

the case-cohort method(37), sampling of controls will be from the register cohort without regard to 

case status (i.e. children will be eligible to be a control irrespective of whether they are at any stage 

a case). In total up to 5,000 controls will be sampled. IRSAD deciles will be ascertained from ABS data 

from the 2011 census since it is likely that only the most recent Medicare postcode is available for 

the majority of the participants.   

 

2.4.5.6 Sensitivity analysis 

In the first instance, a sensitivity analysis will be performed on the case definition for the primary 

analysis based on confirmation of food allergy via a food challenge. Confirmation by food challenge 

is considered the gold standard for food allergy, but in clinical practice this has more usually been 

reserved for cases in which there is diagnostic uncertainty or to confirm resolution of the food 

allergy. If there is a significant change in the interpretation of the results based on the sensitivity 

analysis compared to the primary analysis, then further sensitivity analyses will also be performed 

for the secondary analyses. 

 

As an additional sensitivity analysis, the case definition will require documentation of a skin prick 

test (SPT) wheal of 8 mm for cow milk, 7 mm for egg, or 8 mm peanut, or food-specific serum IgE of 

15kU/L for cow milk, 7 kU/L for egg, or 14kU/L for peanut.  These more conservative cut-offs 
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correspond to almost 100% and 95% positive predictive value (PPV) of IgE-mediated allergy for the 

SPT and ss-IgE respectively. 

 

2.4.5.7 Case sub-group analysis 

To investigate the potential heterogeneity of responses following exposure to specific vaccine 

formulations, we will conduct an a priori subgroup analysis by acellular vaccine brand (excluding 

children who have received mixed acellular vaccine types). All other subgroup analyses will be 

declared as unplanned and post hoc. 

 

2.5 DISCUSSION 

Allergy represents a significant disease burden in developed countries. The temporal association 

between an apparent increase in severe food allergy and the replacement of whole cell with 

acellular pertussis vaccine in Australia warrants further investigation.  Food allergy is not only 

important in its own right, it is also associated with eczema and with asthma (4-fold increased risk) in 

later childhood(38, 39).   

 

This study has been designed to comply with both the STROBE recommendations and also the more 

specific recommendations put forward by Sharpe et al(40) for case-cohort studies.  The strengths of 

this study include objective allergy definition, and access to an established prospective population-

based vaccine register for determination of vaccination status of both cases and cohort controls.  

Access to patient lists of allergist-diagnosed food allergy from large paediatric referral centres along 

with detailed prospectively collected immunisation records from the Australian Immunisation 

Register provide a unique opportunity to investigate a potential relationship between these events. 
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The transition from wP to aP in Australia represents a natural experiment of the effect of infant wP 

on subsequent food allergy, on a scale unachievable by a randomised controlled trial. 

 

The disadvantages of this study are that it is reliant on existent databases for which there is little 

way to assess the validity or accuracy of data entry.  The AIR database has been lauded as a highly 

effective means of tracking vaccination in the Australian population, however there is evidence of 

under reporting of administered vaccines(41), and there has been no validation of the quality of data 

entry into the database.  Finally, we assume that the type of pertussis vaccine administered was 

dependent on jurisdiction and date of birth, but not otherwise dependent on factors which are also 

risk factors for allergy. While this assumption appears entirely reasonable we are not able to assess 

its validity. 
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3 RESULTS 

3.0 PREFACE 

This chapter contains the final version of the JACI: In Practice accepted manuscript “Whole cell 

pertussis vaccination and decreased risk of IgE-mediated food allergy: a nested case-control study” 

including the results and analysis of this project.  This is a co-authored manuscript and author 

contributions can be found in the thesis declarations at the beginning of this thesis. The coding for 

the case/cohort matching for this project, undertaken by Dr Helen Quinn, can be found in Appendix 

5.3 and the coding for the analysis of this project, undertaken by ME can be found in Appendix 5.4. 

Additional post-hoc analysis that was undertaken on the study population and is not described in 

this manuscript can be found in Appendix 5.5.  The print-ready version of the journal article can be 

found in Appendix 5.7.  All references for this chapter can be found at the conclusion of the chapter.  

3.1 ABSTRACT 

Background: Rates of food allergy have increased markedly in Australia and other high income 

countries in recent years. Based on ecological observations, and the known immunological 

characteristics of whole cell pertussis (wP) compared to acellular pertussis (aP) vaccines, we 

hypothesised that wP vaccination in infancy protects against the development of food allergy. 

Objective: To determine if infants who receive wP in infancy were less likely to develop IgE-

mediated food allergy than those who received aP. 

Methods: Retrospective case-control study of Australian children born 1997-1999, the period of 

transition from using wP-containing to aP-containing vaccines for infant doses in Australia’s National 

Immunisation Program. Children diagnosed with IgE-mediated food allergy were identified from 

patient lists at private and tertiary hospital allergy clinics and individually matched by date of birth, 

socioeconomic decile and jurisdiction to 10 immunisation-register controls. The odds ratio (OR) of 
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vaccination with wP versus aP among cases and matched controls was calculated using conditional 

logistic regression. 

Results: The OR of receiving the first dose as wP (rather than aP) among cases of food allergy 

compared to controls was 0·77 (95%CI 0·62 to 0·95). The results of secondary analyses (any dose as 

wP versus aP-only, and wP-only versus aP-only) were broadly similar. 

Conclusions: Australian infants who received wP vaccines were less likely to be diagnosed with food 

allergy in childhood than contemporaneous children who received aP vaccines. If a protective effect 

is confirmed in a randomised controlled trial, wP or mixed wP and aP vaccination schedules could 

form part of an effective strategy for combatting the rise in food allergies.  

Study Registration: NCT02490007 

Highlights box: 

What is already known about this topic? Rates of food allergy have increased markedly in high 

income countries in the last 20 years.  In Australia, this coincided with replacement of wP with aP 

vaccines in the infant vaccine schedule.   

What does this article add to our knowledge? This carefully performed case-control study supports 

the hypothesis that whole cell pertussis vaccine(wP) is protective against the development of food 

allergy. 

How does this study impact current management guidelines:  wP-containing vaccination schedules 

might form part of an effective strategy for combatting the rise in food allergies. 

Key words: food allergy, vaccination, pertussis, case-control 

Abbreviations: ACIR- Australian Children’s Immunisaiton Register, AIR- Australian Immunisation 

Register, aP-acellular pertussis containing vaccine, DOB- Date of Birth, IRSAD- Index of Relative 

Socio-economic Advantage and Disadvantage, NSW- New South Wales, OR- Odds Ratio, PPV- 
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Positive Predictive Value, SPT- Skin Prick Test, ssIgE- serum specific IgE, Th2- type 2 T helper cell , 

Th1- type 1 T helper cell, WA- Western Australia, wP- whole cell pertussis containing vaccine 

3.2 INTRODUCTION 

Allergic diseases are a major cause of morbidity; asthma alone affects more than 235 million 

individuals worldwide(1).  In high income countries like Australia, rates of asthma and allergic rhinitis 

have plateaued over the past two decades (2) while  a ‘second wave’ of allergic disease has 

emerged, manifesting primarily as increasing rates of food allergy(3).  In the 12 years to 2005, 

hospitalisations coded as food-related anaphylaxis more than doubled in Australia(4) while a study 

of infants found 10% had challenge-proven IgE-mediated food allergy(5).  High prevalence of food 

allergy has also been documented in the United Kingdom(6) and in the United States of America(7).  

Allergic diseases result from immune dysfunction.  Infancy is the period of greatest risk for 

development of allergic sensitisation, partly due to the inherent type 2 T helper cell (Th2) bias of the 

immature immune system(8). It has been postulated that exposure to Th1-trophic microbial stimuli 

drives maturation of the immune system in the postnatal period (9) and the growing adoption of 

western lifestyles has reduced much of this beneficial Th1-trophic exposure, delaying immune 

maturation, and increasing rates of allergic disease(10).    

In Australia, an abrupt increase in hospitalisations for food allergy(11) coincided with the 

replacement of multivalent vaccines containing whole cell pertussis (wP) antigens with acellular 

pertussis(aP) antigens from 1997 to 2000(12).  aP vaccines have since been adopted in most high 

income countries primarily because of their lesser reactogenicity(13), although wP vaccines remain 

the predominant vaccine type used for infant pertussis immunisation worldwide(14).  

While wP vaccines comprise killed bacteria, aP vaccines comprise purified subunit antigens, and they 

induce distinct immune responses; wP vaccines induce a Th1/Th17 immune response in infants (15) 
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while aP vaccines elicit an initial strong Th2-dominant immune response(16).  Qualitative differences 

in vaccine responses among children who receive wP versus aP vaccines may be detectable for many 

years after vaccination(15). Because of their intrinsic Th1-trophic properties, we postulate that wP 

vaccines might protect against allergic diseases by promoting the normal maturation of the infant 

immune system while aP vaccines do not aid in this maturation.  

Given the qualitative differences in the immune responses elicited by wP and aP vaccines, and the 

observed increase in food allergies after replacement of wP with aP vaccines in Australia, we further 

hypothesised that wP vaccination in early infancy might protect against the development of food 

allergies and sought to test this using a retrospective case-control study.  

Ethical Approval:  

The study was approved by all relevant human research ethics committees: Western Australia Child 

and Adolescent Health Services (2015052EP), Women’s and Children’s Hospital 

(HREC/15/WCHN/162), Royal Children’s Hospital (35230A), Sydney Children’s Hospital Network 

(HREC/15/SCHN/405). 

 

3.3 METHODS AND SETTING: 

The case-control study was registered (NCT02490007) and the protocol detailed previously(17). 

Briefly, cases and their matched controls were Australian children born in the years 1997-1999, 

when Australia transitioned from wP to aP vaccines for scheduled doses at 2, 4 and 6 months old. 

Cases and controls were recorded as having received a first pertussis vaccine dose (either wP or aP) 

by 16 weeks old on the Australian Immunisation Register (AIR). The AIR (formerly the Australia 

Childhood Immunisation Register) is a comprehensive population-based electronic immunisation 

register.  The birthdates for included cases and controls from New South Wales (NSW), Victoria, and 
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Western Australia (WA) were from 1st June 1998 to 30th October 1999; for those from South 

Australia the birthdates were from 1st April 1997 to 30th April 1999, because of the earlier transition 

from wP to aP vaccine in that jurisdiction. 

Potential cases of IgE-mediated food allergy were identified from lists of children attending private 

and tertiary hospital allergy clinics.  Investigators assessed the medical records of potential cases 

while blinded to the vaccination status. The case definition was met if there was 1) a documented 

clinical history of symptoms consistent with a typical IgE-mediated food allergic reaction within 1 

hour of ingestion of a food, and 2) evidence of sensitisation to the same food via either allergen skin-

prick test (SPT) >3mm or elevated serum specific IgE (ssIgE) >0.35kU/L.  Cases meeting these criteria 

were included in the analysis if 1) they received any pertussis vaccination by 16 weeks old, and 2) the 

onset of food allergy occurred after the first pertussis-containing vaccine and before age 15 years.   

The power analysis has been published with the protocol(17); Briefly, we determined that 500 

matched cases, each with ten matched controls, would afford 80% power to identify a 23% lower 

odds of wP vaccination in cases of allergist-diagnosed food allergy compared with controls.  Controls 

were sampled from the AIR, with up to 10 controls individually matched to each case. Matching 

criteria were date of birth (+/- 7 days), jurisdiction (Australian state), and decile of the Index of 

Relative Socio-economic Advantage and Disadvantage (IRSAD) (Figure 3.1). The latter was 

determined from the postcode of the child as listed on the AIR.  The immunisation status of cases 

and controls was determined from the AIR. During the study period, the only wP vaccine licenced in 

Australia was Triple Antigen (diphtheria-tetanus-wP, CSL, Australia) while the licenced aP-containing 

vaccines were Infanrix (diphtheria-tetanus-aP, SmithKline Beecham), Infanrix HepB, (diphtheria-

tetanus-aP-hepatitis B, SmithKline Beecham) and Tripacel (diphtheria-tetanus-aP, CSL Vaccines, 

Connaught Laboratories, Canada).  
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3.3.1 Statistical methods:   

Conditional logistic regression was used to calculate the odds ratio (OR) of vaccination with wP 

versus aP vaccine among cases compared to controls.  For the primary analysis, we considered the 

first pertussis vaccine dose only, comparing between cases and controls the receipt of the first dose 

as wP versus aP vaccine, irrespective of the vaccine type for any subsequent doses. For secondary 

analyses, the first three doses of pertussis vaccine were considered; we contrasted receipt of any 

dose as wP (Any-wP) with receipt of only aP vaccines (aP-only), and receipt of only wP vaccines (wP-

only) with receipt of aP-only.  In pre-specified sensitivity analyses(17), we included as cases: 1) only 

those with a SPT wheal diameter above the previously reported 95% positive predictive value (PPV) 

for egg, milk and peanut(18, 19); and 2) only those with a food allergy confirmed by oral food 

challenge. All statistical analyses were performed using Stata/IC 15.1 for Windows.  

Role of the funding source 

The funder of the study approved the study design, but had no role in the collection, analysis, and 

interpretation of data, or in writing of the report or the decision to submit for publication.  The 

corresponding author had full access to all the data in the study and had final responsibility for the 

decision to submit for publication.   

3.4 RESULTS 

We identified 579 children who met the case definition for IgE-mediated food allergy across the four 

jurisdictions, of whom 502 (87%) had documented receipt of a pertussis vaccine in the first 16 weeks 

of life (Table 3.1). Of these, 24% (119) had allergies reported to more than one food (Table 3.2). The 

most common food allergies were to peanut (52%, 261), tree nuts (28%, 138) and egg (20%, 99). For 

the sensitivity analysis, 331 cases (66%) had either the SPT or ssIgE at or above the threshold 

associated with >95% PPV for peanut, egg or milk allergy (Table 3.2).  Of the 502 included cases, 142 

(28%) had an oral food challenge, of which 97 (68%) were confirmatory (Table 3.2).  
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Matched controls were sampled from 272,229 infants born during the transition period and 

registered on the AIR as having had a first pertussis vaccine dose by 16 weeks old.  From these, 

101,056 potential matches for cases were identified based on DOB (Date of Birth), jurisdiction, and 

IRSAD decile, and up to 10 controls were randomly selected for each case (Figure 3.1). Two sampled 

controls were subsequently excluded because they had both a wP and an aP vaccine recorded on the 

same day, leaving 5,018 controls individually matched to the 502 cases.  

Of 502 food allergy cases, 197 (39%) received their first pertussis vaccine as wP, 235 (47%) received 

any of their first three doses as wP, and 101 (27%) received wP vaccine only. For the 5018 matched 

controls, these proportions were 44%, 52% and 35% respectively (Table 3.1). It was not possible to 

determine which aP vaccine brand infants received for most aP doses, as 95% (9,567 of 10,114 

doses) of aP vaccine doses were recorded on the AIR as “generic acellular”.  The median age at the 

first pertussis vaccine dose was 61 days for both cases and controls, and for both wP and aP 

vaccines.   
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Table 3.1. Demographic Characteristics of the Case-Control Study Populations 

  CASES (N=502) CONTROLS (N=5018) 
  Freq. % Freq. % 
Sex         
Male 297 59·2 2,555 50·9 
Female 205 40·8 2,463 49·1 
IRSAD         
1 (least advantaged) 18 3·6 180 3·6 
2 17 3·4 170 3·4 
3 36 7·2 360 7·2 
4 26 5·2 260 5·2 
5 38 7·6 380 7·6 
6 44 8·8 440 8·8 
7 47 9·4 470 9·4 
8 77 15·3 769 15·3 
9 89 17·7 890 17·7 
10 (most 
advantaged) 110 21·9 1,099 21·9 
Jurisdiction         
New South Wales 142 28·3 1,419 28·3 
South Australia 101 20·1 1,009 20·1 
Victoria 78 15·5 780 15·5 
Western Australia 181 36·1 1,810 36·1 

Vaccination status         
Primary Analysis         
Dose 1 as wP 197 39·2 2216 44·2 
Any dose(s) as wP 235 46·8 2626 52·3 
All doses as wP 101 27·4 1271 34·7 
Sensitivity Analysis- PPV95%       
Dose 1 as wP 131 40.0 1448 43·8 
Any dose(s) as wP 157 47·4 1721 52 
All doses as wP 71 29 830 34·3 
Sensitivity Analysis- Oral Food 
Challenge       
Dose 1 as wP 39 40·2 388 40.0 
Any dose(s) as wP 45 46·4 453 46·7 
All doses as wP 18 25·7 227 30·5 
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Table 3.1. Demographic Characteristics of the Case-Control Study Populations 

IRSAD-Index of Relative Socio-economic Advantage and Disadvantage (as defined by Australian 

Bureau of Statistics, 2011).  wP- whole cell pertussis containing vaccine. aP- acellular pertussis 

containing vaccine 

Dose 1 as wP- infant received first pertussis vaccine dose of wP, with subsequent doses either wP 

or aP or none. Any doses as wP- infant received at least 1 dose of wP in the 3 infant dose 

schedule. All doses as wP- infant received all three infant pertussis doses as wP. PPV95%- 

positive predictive value, 95% confidence.  Sensitivity analysis including all cases with SPT (skin 

prick test) or ssIgE (serum specific IgE) over PPV95% for peanut, milk or egg. Oral food Challenge- 

sensitivity analysis including all cases with a positive food challenge appearing anywhere in the 

medical record. 
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Table 3.2. Demographics and description of food allergy cases; comparison of all cases and cases 
included in sensitivity analyses. 

 
Primary 
analysis Sens PPV95% Sens OFC 

 freq % freq % freq % 
Cases 502 100 331 65·9 97 19·3 
Number of foods       
1 383 76·3 239 72·2 68 70·1 
2 101 20·1 78 23·6 22 22·7 
3 14 2·8 10 3·0 4 4·1 
4 4 0·8 4 1·2 3 3·1 
Sex             
Male 297 59·2 192 58·0 56 57·7 
Female 205 40·8 139 42·0 41 42·3 
Age at 1st reaction             
0 to 12 months 143 28·5 133 40·2 33 34·0 
12 months-3 years 154 30·7 112 33·8 24 24·7 
3-5 years 57 11·4 23 7·0 9 9·3 
5-10years 72 14·3 37 11·2 16 16·5 
10+years 76 15·1 26 7·9 15 15·5 
Age at clinical encounter 
0 to 12 months 26 5·18 25 7·6 5 5·2 
12 months-3 years 71 14·14 65 19·6 20 20·6 
3-5 years 62 12·35 43 13·0 11 11·3 
5-10years 141 28·09 94 28·4 32 33 
10+years 202 40·24 104 31·4 29 30 
Other allergic condition           
Asthma 220 43·8 156 47·1 41 42·3 
Eczema 292 58·2 220 66·5 65 67·0 
Rhinoconjunctivitis 216 43·0 134 40·5 36 37·1 
Other allergy 22 4·4 10 3·0 6 6·2 
1st degree relative with food 
allergy 74 14·7 51 15·4 20 20·6 
Other medical condition 71 14·1 42 12·7 13 13·4 
Characteristics of food allergy       
History of hospitalisation 86 17·1 57 17·2 11 11·3 
Intensive care 4 0·8 2 0·6 2 2·1 
Prescribed epi-pen 370 73·7 236 71·3 64 66·0 
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Primary 
analysis Sens PPV95% Sens OFC 

 Freq % Freq % Freq % 
   

Urticaria 321 63·9 236 71·3 71 73·2 
Angioedema 266 53·0 169 51·1 39 40·2 
Emesis 144 28·7 94 28·4 32 19·0 
Vocal hoarseness 30 6·0 20 6·1 9 9·3 
Persistent cough 55 11·0 29 8·8 12 12·4 
Wheeze 61 12·2 43 13·0 11 11·3 
Stridor 8 1·6 8 2·4 3 3·1 
Collapse 7 1·4 6 1·8 0 0 
Hypotension 6 1·2 1 0·3 0 0 
Difficulty breathing 111 22·1 60 18·1 18 18·6 
Anaphylaxis 56 11·2 37 11·2 8 8·3 
Food allergic to             
Peanut 261 52·0 253 76·4 50 51·6 
Tree nuts 138 27·5 24 7·3 20 20·6 
Egg 99 19·7 94 28·4 31 32·0 
Milk 46 9·2 44 13·3 18 18·6 
Shellfish 26 5·2 5 1·5 3 3·1 
Fish 16 3·2 4 1·2 3 3·1 
Fruit and vegetables 13 2·6 6 1·8 3 3·1 
Seeds 11 2·2 6 1·8 2 2·1 
Legumes not peanuts 4 0·8 1 0·3 1 1·0 
Chicken 2 0·4 0 0 0 0 
Grain 2 0·4 0 0 0 0 
SPT (mm) 458  91·2 303 91·5 90 92·8 
3-<8 186 40·6 115 38·0 52 57·8 
8 to 15  236 51·5 162 53·5 34 37·8 
>15 36 7·9 26 8·6 4 4·4 
ssIgE (KU/l) 68  13·5 42 12·7 15 15·4 
0·35 to 1·0 11 16·2 5 11·9 2 13·3 
1 to 15 39 57·4 22 52·4 10 66·7 
15 to 30 4 5·9 3 7·1 0 0 
30+ 14 20·6 12 28·6 3 20·0 
Underwent food challenge 142 28·3 110 33·2 97 100 
Positive Food challenge 97 19·3 75 22·7 97 100 
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Table 3.2. Demographics and description of food allergy cases; comparison of all cases and 

cases included in sensitivity analyses. 

Note: For fields “Other allergic condition”, “Characteristics of food allergy”, “Symptoms 

experienced ever”, and “Food allergic to” cases could qualify for more than one listing in field.  

SPT (skin prick test) and ssIgE (serum specific IgE) levels recorded are the largest reaction 

recorded for case in medical record, if case allergic to more than one food the largest SPT or ssIgE 

of all reactions listed in table. “Age at Clinical encounter” is the age of case at the clinical 

encounter as recorded in the medical record when qualifying for inclusion in study based on case 

definition.  

Sens PPV95%- sensitivity analysis including all cases with SPT or ssIgE over PPV95% (positive 

predictive value >95%) for peanut, milk or egg. 

Sens OFC- sensitivity analysis including all cases with a recorded positive oral food challenge 

(OFC). 

“Food allergic to” Milk- includes cow’s mil and goat’s milk; Tree nuts- include walnut, almond, 

brazil nut, hazelnut, pistachio nut, macadamia nut, pecan nut; Fish- includes, white fish, tuna, 

salmon, dhufish; Shellfish- includes prawn, lobster, calamari, crab, yabby; Fruit and vegetables- 

includes banana, kiwi, cucumber, potato, melon; Seeds- includes sesame, sunflower seed, pine 

nut; Grains- includes rye and wheat; Legume, not peanut- includes lentil, red lentil and bean 

SPT- Skin Prick Test, ssIgE- serum specific IgE  
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Figure 3.1 Flow diagram of inclusion/exclusion of cases and controls  

 

 

 

   
Figure 3.1. Flow diagram of inclusion/exclusion of cases and controls. Details of identification of 

cases and controls, including inclusion and exclusion of cases and controls before and after 

matching.  wP- whole cell pertussis containing vaccine aP-acellular pertussis containing vaccine. 

wP first dose vs aP first dose – case and controls coded according to receipt of either wP or aP as 

their first pertussis dose any wP vs aP-only- – case and controls coded according to receipt of any 

wP in their first three doses of pertussis vaccine wP-only vs aP-only- case and controls coded 

according to receipt of all wP or all aP in their first three doses of pertussis vaccine. 
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The OR for receipt of the first pertussis vaccine as wP (rather than aP) among cases compared to 

controls was 0·77 (95%CI 0·62-0·95) (Figure 3.2).  The OR for receipt of any of the first three doses as 

wP (rather than aP-only) was 0·75 (95%CI 0·61-0·93) and for receipt of wP-only (rather than aP-only) 

was 0·66 (95%CI 0·49-0·89) in cases compared to controls.  

Restricting the analysis to the 331 cases with a large SPT wheal size/ high ssIgE, the ORs for receipt of 

the first dose as wP, receipt of any dose as wP, and receipt of wP-only were 0·79 (95%CI:0·61-1·04), 

0·79 (95%CI:0·61-1·02) and 0·79 (95%CI:0·54-1·15) respectively (Figure 3.2). Restricting the analysis 

to only include 97 cases confirmed by oral food challenge, the corresponding ORs were 

1·01(95%CI:0·61-1·68), 0·98(95%CI:0·60-1·61) and 0·95(95%CI:0·46-1·95) respectively (Figure 3.2).  

The results were explored via several post hoc analyses (Table 3.2, Figure 3.3). To explore possible 

age-dependent effects, we divided cases into those diagnosed before 36 months old and after. 

Among the 297 cases diagnosed before 36 months old, the OR of receipt of the first dose as wP was 

0·73 (95%CI:0·55-0·97) (Figure 3.3); for the 205 cases diagnosed after 36 months old, the OR was 

0·81 (95%CI:0·59-1·13) (Figure 3.3) in cases compared to controls. Stratifying the analysis, where 

case numbers permitted, by individual foods (including children with multiple food allergies), the 

ORs for receipt of the first dose as wP were 0·69 (95%CI:0·51-0·93) for peanut, 0·69 (95%CI:0·46-

1·05) for tree nut, 1·01 (95%CI:0·61-1·68) for egg, and 1.35 (95%CI:0·64-2·81) for milk allergy (Figure 

3.3). The e-value20,21 for the effect of the first dose as wP (rather than aP) on the risk of food allergy 

was calculated as 1·92. 
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Figure 3.2. Association between receipt in infancy of whole cell pertussis containing vaccine and 
diagnosis of food allergy.         
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Figure 3.2. Association between receipt in infancy of whole cell pertussis containing vaccine and 

diagnosis of food allergy. Notes: Cases- number of cases qualifying for the specified analysis. wP- 

whole cell pertussis containing vaccine aP-acellular pertussis containing vaccine. Primary analysis- 

OR calculated using all cases and matched controls classified according to receipt of wP and aP in 

the first 3 infant pertussis doses. Sensitivity analysis- PPV95%- OR calculated using cases with SPT 

(skin prick test)or ssIgE (serum specific IgE )over PPV95% for peanut, milk or egg and matched 

controls classified according to receipt of wP and aP in the first 3 infant pertussis doses. Sensitivity 

analysis- Oral Food Challenge- OR calculated using all cases with a positive food challenge 

appearing anywhere in the medical record and matched controls classified according to receipt of 

wP and aP in the first 3 infant pertussis doses.  

wP vs aP as first dose- The OR of receipt of wP as first infant dose of pertussis, rather than aP as 

first dose in cases compared to controls in the specified analysis. Any wP vs aP-only- The OR of 

receipt of any of the first 3 pertussis doses as wP (rather than aP-only) in cases compared to 

controls in the specified analysis.  All wP vs all aP- The OR for receipt of wP only (rather than aP-

only) for the first 3 pertussis doses in cases compared to controls in the specified analysis. 
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Figure 3.3. Association of receipt in infancy of whole cell pertussis vaccine containing vaccine and 
age of food allergy diagnosis or type of food allergy diagnosis.  
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Figure 3.3. Association of receipt in infancy of whole cell pertussis vaccine containing vaccine 

and age of food allergy diagnosis or type of food allergy diagnosis. Post hoc analysis of 

association between receipt of wP amongst cases before the age of 36 months and after the age 

of 36 months or stratified by type of food allergy.  Notes: Cases- number of cases qualifying for 

the specified analysis. Food allergy cases diagnosed < 36 months- OR calculated for cases 

diagnosed before 36 months of age and matched controls classified according to receipt of wP 

and aP in the first 3 infant pertussis doses, Food allergy cases diagnosed ≥ 36 months-OR 

calculated for cases diagnosed at or after 36 months of age and matched controls classified 

according to receipt of wP and aP in the first 3 infant pertussis doses, Peanut allergy cases- OR 

calculated for peanut allergic cases and matched controls classified according to receipt of wP 

and aP in the first 3 infant pertussis doses, Tree nut allergy cases- OR calculated for treenut 

allergic cases and matched controls classified according to receipt of wP and aP in the first 3 

infant pertussis doses, Egg allergy cases- OR calculated for egg allergic cases and matched 

controls classified according to receipt of wP and aP in the first 3 infant pertussis doses., Milk 

allergy cases- OR calculated for milk allergic cases and matched controls classified according to 

receipt of wP and aP in the first 3 infant pertussis doses.  wP vs aP as first dose- The OR of receipt 

of wP as first infant dose of pertussis, rather than aP as first dose in cases compared to controls in 

the specified analysis. Any wP vs aP-only- The OR of receipt of any of the first 3 pertussis doses as 

wP (rather than aP-only) in cases compared to controls in the specified analysis.  All wP vs all aP- 

The OR for receipt of wP only (rather than aP-only) for the first 3 pertussis doses in cases 

compared to controls in the specified analysis. 
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3.5 DISCUSSION 

We found evidence that Australian children born in the late 1990s who received one or more doses 

of wP vaccine in early infancy were less likely to develop food allergies than contemporaneous 

children who received aP vaccines. If corroborated in a prospective clinical trial, this could provide 

justification for preferentially priming infants with wP rather than aP vaccines to reduce the 

subsequent risk of food allergy. 

While the exact cause of the rise in allergic diseases is unknown, atopy is associated with adoption of 

a ‘western lifestyle’(22) and several hypotheses have been put forward to explain this.  Both the 

‘hygiene hypothesis’ (10) and the ‘old friends hypothesis’ (23) posit that early childhood exposure to 

bacteria or other organisms protect against the development of atopy.   It is hypothesised that the 

immune modulatory effects of early exposure to microbial stimuli leads to a more balanced and 

regulated immune system, and therefore less atopic sensitisation (24). The abrupt increase in food 

allergy in Australia in the late 1990s suggests one or more other factors, like feeding 

recommendations, (25) might also have contributed.  However, feeding practices alone are unlikely 

to completely explain the increases in food allergy described, as these recommendations were 

instituted in response to the already growing number of food allergy cases, and did not proceed the 

abrupt rise in food allergy cases (27). 

Extrapolating from the hypothesis that early exposure to microbes stimulates healthy maturation of 

the infant immune system, we considered that early systemic exposure to the killed whole bacterial 

antigens in wP vaccines might act similarly, and that withdrawal of wP vaccination may have 

contributed to the ensuing rise in food allergy in young Australian children. Our findings were 

consistent with a protective effect of wP compared with aP vaccination against food allergy across 

the pre-specified analyses. The observed OR equates to a 23% (5-38% 95%CI)  lower risk of food 
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allergy in children who received wP rather than aP; this effect size is not large enough to fully explain 

the several-fold increase in food allergies observed in Australia, but is comparable in magnitude to 

that previously reported for other modifiable risk factors for food allergy like pet ownership (28% 

lower risk)(26), infant antibiotic use (21% increased risk)(27) and caesarean section birth (21% 

increased risk)(28).  

The differences in the immunity induced by wP and aP vaccine are now well described(15, 16, 29).  

Recent work has highlighted the distinct immunity induced by wP and aP vaccines and the long-term 

influence of the first vaccine received on subsequent responses, with evidence that the immune 

effects induced by wP vaccines persist for years(15).  We have previously observed that a proportion 

of infants who receive aP-only vaccine schedules develop transiently elevated IgE levels that are 

rarely observed among children primed with one or more doses of wP vaccine(30).  The results 

presented here suggest that the apparent Th2-ameliorating effects of wP vaccines may also confer 

reduced risk for the development of food allergy.   

For the subset of food allergy confirmed by oral food challenge, we found no association with wP 

vaccination. Because of the small number of cases confirmed by food challenge, this analysis was 

poorly powered and a clinically important protective effect could be neither confirmed nor excluded.  

During the study period, oral food challenges were rarely used to confirm food allergy in the 

Australian context, but were more typically used to assess for the later development of physiological 

tolerance (i.e. to assess the safety of reintroducing that food into the child’s diet). Cases confirmed 

by positive oral food challenge therefore differed from those that were not; they were diagnosed at 

a younger age, and were more likely to have egg or milk allergy, and less likely to have peanut or 

tree nut allergy (Table 3.2). We expect that our primary case criteria was highly specific for IgE-

mediated food allergy, and that the subset with a positive oral food challenge comprised a group of 

children with mostly early onset allergy to egg or milk (which are usually transient), rather than a 

subset for which the diagnosis of food allergy was more certain.  
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To explore this further, we performed post hoc analyses by specific foods and by age at diagnosis. 

Age at diagnosis did not significantly impact on the effect estimates, with similar OR observed in 

food allergy diagnosed before or after 36 months of age, suggesting that the protective effect of wP 

was not transient.   Other studies have also suggested that the immunological impacts of wP can 

persist for many years following vaccination (15, 31).   

Differences in the effect estimates were observed for different food allergies.  Compared with 

controls, children with peanut or tree nut allergy were less likely to have received wP vaccine, while 

those with egg or milk allergy were not.  While the majority of egg and milk allergies resolve in 

childhood(31), a high proportion of peanut and tree nut allergies persist into adulthood. (32)  The 

apparent discrepancy in the association of wP with peanut and tree nut rather than egg and cow’s 

milk allergies might relate to immunological differences in the development of persistent versus 

transient food allergies. (33)   Importantly, nut allergy is a the most common cause of food-related 

anaphylactic death in young people in Australia and the USA (34) so any measures which would 

reduce the risk of developing peanut allergy would have important clinical implications.  

Previous studies have not found an association between pertussis vaccination and the development 

of food allergy. A controlled trial which randomised 669 Swedish infants to receive wP or aP vaccines 

identified 12 cases of food allergy and found no association between type of pertussis vaccine 

received and development of atopy or allergy, including food allergy(35). A more recent prospective 

study identified 24 cases of food allergy in a cohort of children from the Isle of Wight and it too 

found no association with the type of pertussis vaccine received. (36)  We note that accounting for 

the efficiency gained from sampling controls, the effective sample size for our study was much larger 

than those studies and the number of food allergies ascertained much larger, so this apparent 

discrepancy might be explained by the greater power of our study which was pre-specified in our 

protocol(17). 
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The validity of the case-control method is dependent upon adequate control of confounders, that is 

risk factors for food allergy which also influence the vaccine type received.  We used a directed 

acyclic graph (Figure 3.4) to identify potential confounders and to inform the matching strategy.  

Directed acyclic graphs provide a tool for visually representing casual relationships, helping to 

identify  potential biases including confounders of the causal effect of exposure of interest 

(vaccination) on the outcome (food allergy) (39). 
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Figure 3.4. Directed acyclic graph of vaccination and food allergy diagnosis. Directed acyclic 

graph of vaccination (the exposure- green) and food allergy diagnosis (outcome) before and 

after matching of the cases and cohort. Potential modifiers and confounders are mapped and 

their relationship to exposure and outcome illustrated.  Red lines indicate confounding 

relationships.   

Directed acyclic graphs were created using Daggity V2.3 (http://www.dagitty.net/)  
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In Australia, essentially all routine immunisations are delivered for free through primary care 

practitioners or public immunisation clinics(37).  We expect that during the transition from wP to aP 

vaccines, clinics depleted their wP vaccine stocks before delivering aP vaccines.  We therefore 

believe the type of vaccine given to a child was largely dependent on whichever vaccine happened 

to be stocked by the clinic on the day of attendance and this, being presumably unknown to the 

parent, is only likely to have been influenced by the date and the jurisdiction of vaccination. 

Therefore cases were individually matched to controls by date of birth and jurisdiction. High 

socioeconomic status is a known risk factor for food allergy(38), and it is plausible that some 

wealthier parents specifically sought to have their children receive the newer aP vaccine. We did not 

have individual-level data on socioeconomic factors for cases or controls, but matched cases to 

controls based on IRSAD decile, a summary measure of the socioeconomic status of households in 

their area of residence. It is possible this did not fully control for potential confounding by 

socioeconomic status. Increasing birth order is known to be associated with the protection against 

allergy(26) and birth order plausibly influenced the vaccine type received, particularly if parents of 

children who had reacted to the wP vaccine then sought aP vaccine for subsequent children. We 

were unable to control for birth order but note that the most likely direction of any bias in this 

scenario would be toward wP being more common among children with food allergy.  Other 

putative risk factors for food allergy like timing of solid food introduction, family history of allergy, 

birth by caesarean section and protective factors like pet ownership and breastfeeding were not 

controlled for, but would not plausibly influence the vaccine type received, and therefore do not 

represent potential confounders of these findings. The calculated e-value suggests that any 

unmeasured confounder would have to be associated with an almost 2-fold increase in the risk of 

food allergy to fully explain away the observed protective effect of wP vaccine.  

While this study was observational and retrospective, all data were sourced from prospectively 

collected paper or electronic records. The AIR (formally ACIR) was established at the beginning of 
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1996, shortly before Australia transitioned to aP vaccines, and a number of vaccine effectiveness 

studies have been embedded within it(39). While the register records the type of vaccine 

administered, it does not record the vaccine batch number and so we were unable to assess 

whether some vaccine doses were recorded incorrectly or misclassified. There is no reason to expect 

that the frequency of misclassification would have been different for cases and controls, so any 

misclassification is more likely to have obscured a true difference than to have suggested a 

difference where none exists.  

We sampled controls from the AIR irrespective of their past or future case status. The vaccination 

status of controls was therefore representative of the vaccination status of the entire cohort rather 

than the vaccination status of non-cases only, consistent with the ‘case-cohort’ or ‘case-base’ 

sampling method. As has been discussed extensively elsewhere (40, 41), when controls are an 

unbiased sample of the entire cohort (rather than of non-cases) the resultant OR is an unbiased 

estimator of the relative risk of disease among exposed versus unexposed individuals.  

Given the high rate of food allergy in countries like Australia, and the few evidence-based primary 

preventive strategies currently in place, we believe wP vaccination is worthy of further assessment 

via a randomised controlled trial. It will be important to determine whether any protective effect is a 

shared property of wP vaccines or is specific to one or more particular formulations, and whether 

any effect is modified by antenatal aP vaccination. Noting the higher rate of reactions associated 

with wP compared to aP vaccines (13) and the risk of severe infection among unvaccinated infants, it 

will be important to assess whether the reactogenicity of wP vaccines is acceptable to parents and 

vaccine providers. Studies of the four-component meningococcal B vaccine suggest fever can be 

minimised with routine paracetamol, and pre-emptive counselling can help mitigate its effect on 

parents(42). 
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The results of this retrospective study support the hypothesis that one or more doses of wP vaccine 

in early infancy protects against the subsequent development of food allergies. This further supports 

the recommendation for the preferential use of wP vaccine in countries with emergent economies 

and growing rates of allergic disease (1). The relationship between wP vaccination and other allergic 

diseases should also be explored. If an allergy-protective effect of wP vaccine can be confirmed in a 

prospective randomised clinical trial, replacing aP vaccines with a wP-only or mixed wP and aP 

schedule could form part of an effective strategy for reducing the significant burden of food allergy. 
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4  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

4.1 CHAPTER PREFACE: 

The goal of this chapter is to place the thesis findings in a broader context and expand on the 

findings reported in the main manuscript.  

4.2 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this thesis I have examined the association between the type of pertussis vaccination received in 

infancy and the subsequent development of food allergy.  The changeover from wP to aP in the late 

1990s in Australia, with the cohort’s vaccine status recorded on the national immunisation register, 

represents a natural experiment of the effect of pertussis vaccine type on food allergy in a 

population.  With a focus on this changeover period, a nested case-control study was selected as the 

most appropriate method to initially explore this question – in accordance with STROBE 

guidelines(1) (appendix 5.1) a prespecified protocol was published (Chapter 2, (2)) in advance of the 

study findings that set out, a priori, the testable hypotheses.   

The Chapter 2 protocol was developed and submitted for ethics approval at four national sites in 

Australia. Subsequently, allergist-confirmed cases of food allergy were identified at tertiary teaching 

hospitals and private allergy clinics in New South Wales, Western Australia, Victoria and South 

Australia. In total, 502 cases of food allergy were identified and matched to 5018 controls from the 

Australian Immunisation Register (AIR).  A case-controlled analysis of the cohort found evidence that 

Australian children who received wP as their first pertussis vaccine in infancy were less likely to 

subsequently develop food allergy compared to those who received aP. The observed OR equates to 

a 23% (5-38% 95%CI) lower risk of food allergy in children who received wP rather than aP.  The 

findings from this thesis research are presented in a manuscript prepared for submission (Chapter 

3). 
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The aim of this chapter is to expand on the discussion points from Chapter 3, discuss the results in 

the context of previous work, and implications for future research direction in the fields of food 

allergy prevention and the non-specific effects of vaccines.   

 

4.3 THESIS FINDINGS AND LIMITATIONS IN CONTEXT OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

Allergy, the immune system, and immune modulatory effects of pertussis vaccination 

Rates of atopic conditions including asthma, eczema, hay fever and food allergy have risen markedly 

around the world(3) with rates of challenge proven food allergy in Australia the highest reported in 

the world(4). Extensive epidemiological and immunological research into the causes of allergy have 

revealed complex interactions of environmental and genetic factors contributing to the disease, 

however the exact causes of the ‘allergy epidemic’ remain unclear.   The association of the ‘western 

lifestyle’ and allergy, along with the apparent protective effects of: increased birth order(5) and 

number of children in households(6), farming lifestyle(7, 8), pet ownership(9), breast feeding(10) 

and other factors(11) have led to the continuing prevalence and evolution of the ‘hygiene 

hypothesis’(6) as a favoured explanation for the observed patterns of atopic diseases around the 

world.  The modified hygiene or ‘old friends’ hypothesis(12) posits that early exposure to microbes 

stimulates healthy maturation of the infant immune system, thereby protecting infants against the 

development of allergy.   

We hypothesised that a Th1 immune phenotype induced by exposure to killed whole bacterial 

antigens in wP, when delivered in infancy, protects against the development of allergy, in the same 

way as early microbial exposure is proposed to act. As discussed in Chapter 3, wP and aP vaccines 

induce distinct immune responses, which have been documented extensively in both animal 

models(13) and in humans(14, 15).  The Th1 immune response induced by early childhood 
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vaccination with wP is detectable 15-20 years after receipt of the vaccine, and appears to have a 

persisting influence on subsequent boosting of the vaccine response(16, 17).  Our case-control study 

supports the hypothesis that this immune modulation may not only impact on responses to pertussis 

and other vaccine-related antigens, but also impacts on immune response to ‘bystander’ antigens, 

and is thereby protective against the development of food allergy.   

Other vaccines have also been hypothesised to induce non-specific immune modulation, unrelated 

to the vaccine antigen target.  Both BCG(18) and measles(19) vaccines have been documented to 

affect the atopic state of recipients.  There is conflicting evidence about the utility of BCG in 

preventing the development of allergy(18).  A nearly completed clinical trial of over 1400 infants 

aims to determine if there is any protective effect of BCG against the allergic outcomes of food 

allergy and eczema(MISBAIR Reg: NCT01906853). Cohort studies have provided evidence that 

measles vaccine is protective against allergic outcomes including hay fever(20).  Unfortunately, the 

existing evidence about the non-specific effects of vaccines is inconsistent and hard to interpret due 

to the variation in endpoints and assessment criteria for allergy diagnosis employed(21).  The 

environments in which studies are undertaken may modify any non-specific effects of vaccines, with 

vaccines having different effects in resource poor versus high resource settings(22).  The timing of 

administration of vaccines, the exact constituents of the vaccine preparation, and the type of 

pathogen the vaccine is designed to protect against, appear to modify any allergy modulation 

effects.  The existing evidence for protective effects of vaccines against atopy and allergy is 

conflicting and largely of poor quality(18, 21).  This study provides the most robust evidence to date 

for a causal effect of wP in the protection against the development of allergic disease. 

Previous studies into associations of pertussis vaccination and food allergy 

Previous studies have found no significant association between pertussis vaccination and the 

development of food allergy.  A Swedish study randomised infants to receive either wP, two 
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different types of aP or DT(placebo) and did not find evidence of an association between pertussis 

immunisation and allergic disease(23, 24). There were 669 infants enrolled in the study with 

approximately 175 in each study arm; total rates of allergic disease were at 30%.  There were only 12 

cases of food allergy confirmed during the study follow-up period leaving it underpowered to 

exclude an important difference in the risks across the groups.  The authors of that study conceded 

that in order to achieve “… 80% power to detect a 10% increase in risk rate [of food allergy], a 

treatment group and a control group with nearly 4000 infants in each would be needed”(23). The 

relatively low level of food allergy in this study may be explained by the different setting (Sweden), 

the more restricted window of detection of food allergy (children monitored up to the age of 2.5 yrs) 

and also the birth range of the infants (all born in 1992), prior to the rapid increase in rates of food 

allergy observed in Europe. 

A more recent retrospective cohort study from the Isle of Wight also failed to find an association 

between the type of pertussis vaccine received and subsequent food allergy or other atopic 

conditions(25).  In this study 224 children had aP and 595 had wP as their first documented pertussis 

vaccine dose.  The few cases of food allergy cases ascertained (24 cases representing 2.9% of the 

study population), compounded by the unequal numbers in the two groups, meant the study had 

limited power to exclude a clinically important difference in the rates of food allergy between the 

groups.  Once again there are differences in the setting and birth range of this cohort, when 

compared to the PIFA study.; this is an English cohort born 2000-2002. 

In contrast to the Swedish and Isle of Wight studies, the effective sample size and power of this 

study (taking into account the efficiency gained by the sampling of controls), was much greater than 

those described above.  To maximise efficiency, we sampled cases and controls born at around the 

midpoint of the wP/aP changeover in Australia when the proportions of infants receiving wP and aP 

as their first vaccine dose in the population were nearly equal (table 3.1).  The greater power 
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inherent in our study, as prespecified in our protocol (Chapter 2), might explain the apparent 

discrepancy in the study findings with previous studies(23, 25).   

Strengths and weaknesses of the PIFA study 

In this study, I was careful to avoid or minimise many of the potential weaknesses and biases 

inherent in retrospective and case-control study designs.  The study made use of the Australian 

Immunisation Register electronic database to determine the vaccine status of cases and controls in 

the cohort.  I was unable to assess the rate of misclassification or incorrect vaccine record entry in 

the register as only the type of vaccine (rather than brand or batch number) is recorded. I believe it 

is reasonable to assume that although some misclassification of vaccine type is likely, it unlikely to 

be differential for cases and controls, with vaccine record data coming from the same source for 

both.  As such, any bias is more likely to be toward the null (underestimation of any protective 

effect) rather than away from the null. Below I have proposed a validation experiment to assess the 

potential impact of various plausible rates of misclassification on effect estimates.   

Food allergy cases were ascertained using medical record data from tertiary teaching hospitals and 

private allergy clinics, and were therefore not reliant upon recall or parent reported allergy status.  

Cases were further confirmed by allergist review; however, as cases were defined based on historical 

medical records, capture of data points was dependent on quality of records, which were found to 

vary across the jurisdictions. It is likely that some children with true food allergy were excluded 

because there was insufficient information recorded to support the diagnosis. Furthermore, only a 

proportion of all IgE-mediated food allergies in the birth cohort are likely to have been reviewed in 

the clinics that were the source for cases. I note, for example, that the number of cases ascertained 

from Victoria was comparatively small given the size of the population in the state, possibly due to 

the difficulty of accessing medical records from the relevant time period. While failure to ascertain 

all cases of food allergy would not have biased the effect estimates per se, it is possible that the 
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ascertained cases represent a relatively severe end of the food allergy spectrum, and that if less 

severe allergies were also ascertained then the effect estimates may have been different. 

Food allergy was seen to increase dramatically in the late 1990s in Australia(26), temporally 

associating with the changeover to aP vaccination.  The apparent association of wP with a reduced 

risk of the development of food allergy in our study could not wholly explain the several fold 

increase in food allergies observed from crude hospitalisation data(Figure 1.1). There are few 

alternative societal or environmental changes that are documented to have occurred at this time in 

Australia that could have plausibly driven an abrupt increase in the atopic status of infants.  A 

possible factor that was altered in 1999/2000 was the change in feeding recommendations for 

infants and pregnant women, with both the American Academy of Paediatrics and the European 

Society for Paediatric Allergology and Clinical Immunology convening expert panels that 

recommended delay in introduction of allergenic food(27, 28).  While these recommendations were 

based on the best evidence at the time, primarily on avoidance data concerning protection against 

atopic dermatitis, working on the hypothesis that delaying consumption allowed the immune system 

and the gut to ‘mature’(29), more recent evidence suggests these strategies may have worsened the 

rates of food allergy(30, 31).  Both infants and pregnant mothers were advised against the 

consumption of allogenic foods(29), which has subsequently been shown to be a risk factor amongst 

infants at high risk of food allergy(30).  However, feeding practices alone are unlikely to completely 

explain the increases in food allergy described, as these recommendations were instituted in 

response to the already growing number of food allergy cases, and did not proceed the early jump in 

food allergy cases(32). 

As I have discussed at length in Chapter 3, ensuring adequate control of confounders is essential in 

the validity of the case control method.  By definition, confounding factors are those risk factors for 

food allergy which also influence the type of vaccine received.   We utilised a directed acyclic 

graph(DAG) to help identify all factors which could fulfil these criteria. We identified date and 
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jurisdiction of first vaccination as the most important potential confounders and therefore directly 

matched controls to cases on date and jurisdiction of birth. While we do not expect socioeconomic 

status causally influenced which vaccine type was received through the national program, 

socioeconomic status is a potentially important risk factor for allergic disease and so we also 

matched on IRSAD, a measure of the relative affluence of the listed postcode of the mother; we 

could not obtain individual level data on the socioeconomic status of infants.  As the DAG makes 

explicit, while there are many other risk factors for food allergy, we have assumed that few if any of 

these could plausibly also influence the type of vaccine received, and it was therefore unnecessary 

to attempt to match or otherwise control for them in the analysis.   

Lack of association between Oral Food Challenge and wP.  

There was no evidence found of an association between wP and food allergy confirmed by oral food 

challenge in this study.  This prespecified subgroup analysis comprised only 97 cases, making the 

analysis poorly powered, and unable to exclude an effect of wP.  This subgroup was prespecified in 

the protocol, as oral food challenge is generally considered the ‘gold standard’ measure of food 

allergy in food allergy diagnosis(33).  However, during the time period of our study, oral food 

challenge was rarely used in Australia to confirm a diagnosis of food allergy, but instead was usually 

reserved by clinicians to prove the induction of food tolerance (i.e. to confirm that a child with 

suspected food allergy had ‘grown out’ of it and could be safely re-exposed).  Indeed, scrutiny of the 

subgroup of children that had undergone food challenge found they differed significantly from food 

allergy cases as a whole; they were more likely to be younger at diagnosis, more likely to have a milk 

or egg allergy (which are typically self-limited), and less likely to have peanut or tree nut allergies 

(which are typically lifelong).  The OFC subgroup criteria therefore may not have selected for a 

subset of children for whom the diagnosis of food allergy was much more certain (as intended) but 

instead selected for children more likely to have milk or egg allergies, which are more likely to be 

early onset, more likely to be transient(34), and possibly not affected by pertussis vaccination.  
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In the light of this unexpected finding, a post hoc analysis was undertaken looking at the association 

of vaccination with food allergies by age at diagnosis and food type.  This analysis of the data 

revealed differences in effect estimates by the type of food allergy (Fig 3.3).  All post hoc analyses 

must be interpreted cautiously due to the inherent risk of bias, however, the findings are 

informative for the generation of new hypotheses.  The patterns that emerged from our analysis 

posit some interesting possibilities:  the foods that were found to be associated most strongly with 

protection by wP were peanut and tree nut, allergies that are commonly found to be persistent(35), 

while there was no association found between wP and milk and egg allergy.  Milk and egg allergies 

usually resolve in childhood.  Immunolgical studies have found that children who go onto resolve 

food allergies have different immunological phenotypes to those that have persisting allergy with 

different immune populations present in persisting allergy, including elevated monocyte and 

dendritic cell populations- parts of the innate immune system(36). Epigenetic studies have also 

revealed differences in the type of immune profiles among those with resolving rather than 

persisting food allergy(37).  wP is documented to induce very different innate signatures to aP 

following vaccination, leading to strong Th1 induction(38).  If the innate immune responses of 

individuals who have persisting food allergy do differ, it is tempting to speculate a differential impact 

of wP against persisting vs resolving food allergy, given our findings of a strong association of 

protection by wP against persisting allergens such as peanut and tree-nuts. 

Another post hoc analysis assessed associations of wP with ‘severe’ versus ‘mild’ manifestations of 

allergy (as defined by specialists on the study), early versus late onset food allergy, and comparisons 

of different combinations of wP and aP vaccine received in the primary series (Appendix 5.5).  It is 

important to note that these post hoc analyses necessarily reduced the number of analysable cases 

and therefore the power of the analysis.  Notwithstanding this, the results of these post hoc analyses 

were broadly consistent with the pre-specified analysis.  

Use of pertussis vaccination as an immune modulator in a public health setting 
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The infant pertussis vaccine schedule in Australia consists of three vaccines received at 

approximately 2, 4, and 6 months old.  The primary analysis of this study considered the first dose of 

vaccine before the age of 16 weeks as the relevant exposure of interest, and found a 23% (5-38% 

95%CI) lower odds of wP rather than aP among cases versus controls; because controls were 

sampled using a case-cohort method, this is taken to be equivalent to 23% reduced risk of 

developing food allergy among wP versus aP vaccinated children.   

I focussed on the primary dose of pertussis vaccine received in this study because previous 

immunological data suggested the type of the earliest vaccine dose (rather than subsequent doses) 

is the strongest determinant of lifelong impacts on the immune response to pertussis as discussed 

above(17).  High income settings (where wP has been superseded due to the reactogenicity profile 

of the vaccine), are unlikely to countenance the reintroduction of wP as a complete replacement for 

the current aP vaccines.  A recent meta-analysis confirmed that while the reactogenicity of wP is 

higher than that of aP vaccines across all ages and doses, the difference in reactogenicity for the first 

dose is not as great(39).  In addition, growing evidence suggests that the protection induced by the 

current aP formulations is more short-lived than that resulting from wP(40, 41), and moreover fails 

to confer herd protection(13).  Indeed, the resurgence of pertussis epidemics in a number of 

countries may be due to the waning of immunity induced by aP vaccines(42). Given the social and 

economic burden of food allergy(43), the high rates of food allergy in countries like Australia(4), and 

the safety and robust immunity induced by wP formulations(40), introduction of a single wP as the 

first dose of pertussis vaccine in the schedule would be justifiable if our findings are confirmed by a 

randomised controlled trial (see 4.2).   
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4.4  FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

The rise in atopic conditions worldwide is a pressing public health problem(3) – there is an active 

research community attempting to elucidate the drivers of this trend.  In Australia, food allergy cases 

in young children appeared to rise abruptly in the late 1990s and early 2000s; these children are now 

reaching adulthood and rates of food allergy amongst adults also appear to be increasing. Emerging 

evidence suggests that food allergies are now increasingly likely to persist into adulthood(34).   As 

this cohort of atopic adults grow older, the nature of the health issues associated with food allergy 

continues to evolve(44), with rates of anaphylaxis in adults continues to rise(45).  On a global scale, 

rates of food allergy, traditionally associated with high resource countries, are now increasing in 

lower income nations as socioeconomic prosperity grows (46). 

Studies such as the LEAP trial(30) show the strong protective effect of the early introduction of 

allergenic food in high risk populations, this is yet to be replicated in a population wide based cohort.  

However, these findings have led to the change in feeding recommendations in several countries 

including Australia.  The infant feeding guidelines in Australia were updated in 2016 to reflect best 

evidence (i.e. that early introduction of food is recommended to prevent food allergy(47)), however, 

it is not yet possible to determine if guideline change has influenced rates of atopy.  A new cohort 

study of Victorian children has found that introduction of allergenic foods is now occurring at 

younger ages(48), however there is not yet evidence that this has had an impact on the rates of food 

allergy.  In fact, the rate of parent reported reaction to food under 12 months has increased in this 

time(48).  Other than feeding recommendations, there are no other evidenced-based prophylactic 

treatments for the prevention of food allergy currently available.    Moreover, there is also no 

approved treatment for food allergy following onset of this disorder(49).  Oral immunotherapy, the 

treatment of food allergic patients with low levels of the allergen, has been a focus of much research 

in recent years(50).  While there has been some success documented(51), a recent systematic 

review(49) found that the treatment often results in allergic reaction and anaphylaxis and patient 
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satisfaction with treatments is low.  While the immunological mechanisms which underly the 

development of allergy remain poorly understood, there will be a need for further research of 

populations to understand risk factors and identify strategies to mitigate disease. 

While there are a large number of future research priorities to study atopic conditions in Australia 

and internationally, I propose below, several experiments to further strengthen/corroborate this 

hypothesis as it relates to pertussis vaccination. This is not an exhaustive list or future possible work, 

rather it represents extensions data or conclusions presented in this thesis that I think should be 

research priorities given the findings presented in Chapter 3 and other recent studies. 

(i) Validation of databases and food allergy cases. 

The current study would benefit from validation of the vaccine records from the AIR, as we do not 

have a measure of misclassification for the vaccine records in the AIR.  As noted when discussing the 

limitations of this study (4.1), the register records the type of vaccine administered, but not the 

brand or batch number.  A validation study may generate a more accurate (or nuanced) view of the 

Chapter 3 study data. This analysis is possible as one Australian jurisdiction (Queensland, not 

included in this study), recorded batch numbers of vaccines as part of their own jurisdictional 

immunisation register (Vaccination Information Vaccination Administration System, VIVAS).  Vaccine 

data from Queensland during the census time period was entered in to both the AIR and VIVAS(52).  

Accordingly, linking of the AIR data with VIVAS data might enable assessment of the frequency of 

misclassification of the vaccine type as specified on the AIR using the batch numbers of the vaccines 

as detailed on VIVAS. This would further allow us to determine, through simulation, the likely impact 

of any misclassification on our effect estimates.  

Food allergy cases for this study were identified at tertiary teaching hospitals and private allergy 

clinics in Australia.  The highly specific case criteria and requirement for the site clinician to confirm 

the case status provides high confidence in the diagnosis of food allergy, however, cases were only 
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sourced from four jurisdictions and likely excluded large numbers of food allergies that could not be 

ascertained or which did not meet our criteria.  Additional cohort analyses using hospital 

presentation/ admission coding data for food anaphylaxis individually linked to the vaccine data 

from the AIR (for the cohort of infants born during the changeover period) would allow us to explore 

whether the effects observed here are preserved when a more sensitive but less specific case 

definition is applied. 

(ii) Does the protective association with wP exist with other atopic outcomes? 

Other studies have explored the non-specific effects of vaccines (including pertussis) on other allergy 

outcomes, specifically eczema(53) and asthma(54).  Given the inverse association of wP with food 

allergy observed in this study, there would be value in further investigating the association of wP 

vaccination with other atopic conditions.  Linking data on coded hospitalisations or GP visits related 

to eczema and asthma to data on vaccinations from the AIR, for children born during the pertussis 

vaccine changeover, would be a means of assessing any associations of wP with other atopic 

diseases. Because eczema and asthma are even more prevalent than food allergy, broadening the 

scope of atopic conditions may provide a better contextual view of this study’s findings, and the 

possible public health impact of reintroducing wP. 

(iii) Repeat the study in another setting. 

The setting for this study was four jurisdictions in Australia, a country with one of the highest 

reported OFC confirmed food allergy rates in the world(4).  Despite the significant result there is no 

certainty that the association between wP and reduced risk of food allergy (Chapter 3) is causal, or 

that any association would also be observed in other settings.  Australia is uniquely positioned to 

examine the changeover of wP to aP due to the establishment of a national immunisation register, 

AIR (the ACIR), in 1996 prior to the introduction of the new vaccine - few other settings have 

comparable systems to enable additional case-control studies.  Another country that has access to 
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this data is Demark(55), which transitioned from the wP to aP in 1997.  The vaccine registry from this 

time in Denmark has been used previously to assess the vaccine efficacy of wP and aP before and 

after introduction of the new vaccine(55).  Denmark also has one of the most complete patient 

registries in the world(56), which has previously been used to assess rates of anaphylaxis in the 

country a time period encompassing the changeover from 1995-2012(57). The size of the birth 

cohort covering the years of changeover in Denmark (1994-1998) would be approximately 300,000 

infants(55), which is comparable to the cohort of 272229 infants appearing on the AIR from the four 

jurisdictions, having received a first dose of pertussis vaccine included in our study (Appendix 5.3).  

The linkage of these data could provide a powerful tool for assessing associations of pertussis 

vaccine and food allergy under a very different environmental background.   

(iv) Persisting food allergy and wP 

As discussed above, a post hoc analysis suggested the associated of wP with lower risk of food 

allergy may be food-specific.  Given that these associations appeared to be related to the persisting 

or resolving nature of the food allergy, a sufficiently powered, prespecified investigation into the 

association of wP with persisting food allergy is warranted, albeit challenging to execute.  In order to 

be considered a case for the PIFA study children had to be diagnosed with food allergy at any age 

before 16 years old.  There was no requirement that this food allergy be persisting to meet the case 

definition.  Given the age and nature of the medical records available for this study, it was not 

possible to determine (with certainty) which cases went on to resolve in childhood, given this 

information was not always captured in the medical record.  Repeating a similar study to PIFA with 

the requirement for persisting allergy would be challenging and require ascertainment of cases at an 

increased number of sites to identify sufficient cases to be adequately powered.  
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This post hoc finding highlights the importance of longitudinal follow-up of allergy patients and also 

supports further immunological investigation into the immune status of both persisting and 

transient food allergy. 

  

(v) Immunological Investigations 

Greater understanding of the underpinning immunological responses involved in the differential 

effects of wP and aP would help provide insights into the cellular mechanism(s) contributing to the 

Chapter 3 results.  To date, immunological investigations into the immune responses following 

pertussis immunisations have been in adults, sometimes many years after the receipt of wP.  While 

these studies have been illuminating with regard to the role of wP and aP in the establishment of 

persisting immune environments(16), investigations of the infant immune response to pertussis 

vaccination are lacking. The hypothesis that pertussis immunisation modulates the immune system 

in infants would be best investigated at the time of the infant vaccine schedule.  A time course of 

blood samples from infants following vaccination could be used to better understand temporal 

immune responses at an individual level. There are now multiple platforms for the investigation of 

immune responses; multicolour flow cytometry could be used to identify the cellular makeup of the 

response, transcriptomic gene expression studies could also facilitate understanding of the pathways 

involved in the immune response, proteomic and metabolomic assessment could elucidate the role 

of biological factors in the immune response. In addition, epigenetic profiling could further examine 

the role(s) of DNA methylation (or other epigenetic marks) in the development of food allergy(37).   

Novel techniques utilising blood volumes <1ml have recently been developed for use in infants(58), 

enabling investigations in young infants with minimal invasiveness.  Samples collected prospectively 

and longitudinally from infants receiving the different forms of the pertussis vaccine and monitoring 

of the development of allergy in these populations would be highly informative in the fields of 
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allergic immunology. If these studies could elucidate any mechanisms whereby vaccines modulate 

the immune system, more targeted approaches may be developed to harness the immune system to 

protect against the development of allergy.   

 

(vi) Randomised Controlled Clinical trial 

Lastly, the findings of this thesis strongly support further investigation into the role wP could play in 

prevention of food allergy in the Australian population.  A sufficiently powered randomised 

controlled trial (RCT) would be the best means to determine the efficacy of wP vaccine for the 

prevention of food allergy.  An RCT would not only need to demonstrate the allergy preventative 

benefits of wP, but also the acceptability of use of this more reactogenic vaccine to parents and the 

community where a safe and less reactogenic option exists.  To this end, based on Chapter 3 data, a 

national, parallel, double bind, RCT is being undertaken at sites in Western Australia, Victoria and 

New South Wales with oral food challenge proven food allergy as the primary endpoint 

(ACTRN12617000065392).  The RCT is an adaptive sample size design which will enrol up to 3000 

participants.  Infants will be randomised to receive either wP or aP as their first pertussis vaccine 

dose and allergic sensitisation will be assessed at 12 months with a skin prick test (SPT).  If SPT to 

one or more food allergens is found to be positive, oral food challenge will be used to confirm food 

allergy.   Secondary endpoints will examine other allergy outcomes, immunological outcomes, and 

safety and tolerability. If this RCT confirms the findings of this thesis, there will be a strong case for 

the preferential priming of infants with wP as a strategy to ameliorate food allergy.   
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4.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The speculated role of vaccines in the development of allergy in Western populations has been a 

topic of debate for some time.  In Australia, food allergy rates from the late 1990s were seen to 

increase contemporaneously with the changeover in pertussis vaccine from wP to aP, although 

conflating correlation and causation is needs to be considered.  Accordingly, using a case control 

design this thesis sought to examine the relationship between these events using individual-level 

data.  Chapter 3 is the most comprehensive analysis of the association of pertussis vaccination and 

allergic outcomes to date, and has prompted a more expansive RCT.  A reduction of 23% in the 

incidence of food allergy would represent a clinically important impact on a disease for which there 

is currently no approved treatment. In settings such as Australia where 10% of the infant population 

have a confirmable food allergy, population based, prophylactic measures may be a viable means to 

impact on public health outcomes.  If confirmed by the RCT these findings could inform public health 

policy globally, in both high income settings with potential for total or partial substitution of aP with 

wP vaccines, and in lower resource settings where such data would provide further arguments for 

the continued use of wP vaccines. 
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6 APPENDIX 

6.1 STROBE CHECKLIST
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6.2 MONITORING AND DATA MANAGEMENT PLAN 
Data and Safety Monitoring Plan (DSMP) 

 

Study Identification Information 

Study Title: Case-cohort study of the association between pertussis vaccination in infancy and the 
risk of IgE-mediated food allergy 

 

Internal Reference Number: CVID/2015-02 

 

Name of Principal Investigator (PI) Thomas Snelling 

Study Overview 

Brief Description :  

Aim 

To assess the possible food allergy-preventive benefit of using whole cell pertussis(wP) vaccination 
compared with acelluar pertussis vaccine(aP) for whooping cough vaccination in childhood. 

 

Background  

Whooping cough, caused by the bacteria, Bordetella pertussis, represents a significant public health 
burden in Australia and around the world.  Acellular pertussis vaccination (aP) replaced whole cell 
vaccination against pertussis (wP) in the late 1990s.  This replacement coincides temporally in an 
observed rapid rise in the occurrence of severe food allergy responses.  Previous research has 
suggested that acellular pertussis vaccination results in the development of immunity that may 
predispose children to allergic responses.  A retrospective case-controlled trial design, targeting 
cases of previously diagnosed allergy, and comparing case vaccination history to that of the whole 
population, is a powerful means of assessing the association between immunisation and allergy.   

 

Participant Groups 

500 allergy cases, 5,000 controls 

 

Project Design 

This is a retrospective individually-matched case-control study of Australian children born during the 
period of transition from use of wP vaccines to aP vaccines (year of birth 1997-1999 inclusive) and 
who are registered on the Australian Children Immunisation Register.  Cases will be drawn from 
allergy clinics associated with tertiary teaching hospitals around Australia.  

 

Methods 
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Cases: will be retrospectively identified from patient lists from allergy clinics around Australia, born 
during the period of pertussis vaccine changeover, and be confirmed to have IgE-mediated food 
allergy on the basis of 1) a documented history of consistent clinical symptoms following ingestion of 
an implicated food, and 2) evidence of sensitisation to that food via laboratory testing. 

Controls: Controls will be sampled from a de-identified database of children born during the 
transition from wP to aP vaccination appearing on the ACIR.  Cases and controls will be matched by 
date of birth (+/-7 days), jurisdiction and socioeconomic decile.   

 

Statistical Analysis 

The odds ratio of wP versus aP vaccination will be compared for cases and their matched cohort 
controls. This will effectively give the relative risk of food allergy among children receiving wP 
compared with aP vaccines.  

 

Expected outcomes 

Following the study, we will be able determine if there is an association between the type of 
vaccination received and development of IgE mediated food allergy.  If whole cell vaccination is 
found to have a protective association against the development of allergy, this will have profound 
impact on health policy in Australia and around the world. 

 

Database Protection 

A study-specific CRF will be maintained for every case.  

All trial data will be entered on to paper CRFs.   

All data will be entered onto the password protected online database. Data queries will be raised 
and data cleaned by the data manager. 

All documents will be stored at study sites in locked filing cabinets during the study and archived 
until the youngest participant reaches 25 years of age, or until 15 years after the end of the 
trial/publication, whichever is later. 

 

Medrio electronic capture system will be the online database used for the upload and storing of the 
eCRFs.  The security and protetion of the data is described at: 
http://medrio.com/m_edu/learning_center  

 

Security, Privacy, and Regulatory Summary 

 

Regulatory Summary 

 

http://medrio.com/m_edu/learning_center
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Medrio understands the regulatory environment of our customers and provides software that 
supports compliance with regulations such as 21 CFR Part 11 and HIPAA. Medrio has performed an 
in depth analysis of these regulations and has worked with an external auditor to ensure that Medrio 
implements the necessary software and procedural controls. Examples of controls that are 
implemented include:  

• Electronic audit trails of all changes to study data  

• Electronic signatures  

• Data Encryption  

• Access restrictions to Protected Health Information (PHI)  

• Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) that protect data confidentiality and integrity  

 

European Regulatory Summary 

 

Medrio complies with the U.S.-EU Safe Harbor Framework and the U.S.-Swiss Safe Harbor 
Framework as set forth by the U.S. Department of Commerce regarding the collection, use, and 
retention of personal information from European Union member countries and Switzerland.  

 

Medrio has certified that it adheres to the Safe Harbor Privacy Principles of notice, choice, onward 
transfer, security, data integrity, access, and enforcement. To learn more about the Safe Harbor 
program, please visit the U. S. Commerce department's Safe Harbor website. For a description of the 
legal and enforcement framework please see Medrio's Privacy Policy.  

 

Security Summary 

 

Encryption:  All data into and out of Medrio's servers are encrypted.   

Ownership:  Medrio does not own any data entered by its customers.   

Access:  Only people with usernames and passwords assigned by the owner of the data have access 
to the data.   

Physical security:  The facility housing Medrio's servers is fully redundant with security guards, video 
monitoring, and controlled access.   

Network security:  Medrio's network and servers are protected by industry leading firewalls, 
intrusion prevention / detection systems and virus protection.   

 

Software Security 
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Encryption:  All data into and out of the server is encrypted using 128-bit Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 
and 1024- bit RSA public keys. The SSL protocol is the Web standard for encrypting communications 
between users and websites in all industries, including financial services and healthcare. SSL 
encryption prevents eavesdropping and tampering with any transmitted data. SSL provides 
businesses and individuals with the confidence that private data sent to a Web site, such as health 
information, is kept confidential. Individuals have an SSL session with a website when their browser 
displays the small gold padlock and the address bar begins with https rather than http.   

Ownership:  Medrio does not own any data entered by its customers, even though Medrio may be a 
custodian of that data on servers that run Medrio's software.   

Access:  Medrio does not access data entered by its customers. Medrio does monitor "metadata," 
which is "data about data" such as the volume of data and number of users. Access controls include 
timed automatic log-offs, password expiration and strong password enforcement.   

 

Server Farm Security 

Physical and Network Security 

 

All Medrio systems are housed in a secure, fully redundant data center. The facility follows industry 
best practices for both physical and network security including continuous video surveillance, 
electronic access control and the use of firewalls and network intrusion detection/prevention 
devices. Medrio continuously monitors and manages all systems and performs nightly off-site 
backups of customer data.  

 

Administration 

 

Medrio proactively manages all servers working to ensure optimal performance, reliability and 
security. We monitor and maintain all hardware and manage the installation of operating system 
software including service packs, hot-fixes and patches. Professional network engineers continuously 
monitor our network to ensure performance and reliability.  

 

Security 

 

Medrio maintains the appropriate physical, software and process controls to maintain regulatory 
compliance and ensure the integrity and confidentiality of customer's data.  

 

Physical 
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Medrio's servers reside within a secure data center with security guards, electronic access controls 
and digital video monitoring.  

 

Network 

 

All servers reside behind Cisco firewalls and advanced intrusion detection/prevention systems that 
continuously scan for and block malicious network traffic. All servers are protected by antivirus 
software and are continuously updated with the latest service packs, hot-fixes and patches. We keep 
servers safe from spyware, spam, viruses, worms, trojans, Web-based exploits, and blended threats 
by scanning all network layers in real time.  

 

Monitoring and Optimization 

 

Through the use of advanced monitoring and alerting systems, Medrio continuously monitors the 
health of our application, servers and network to ensure optimal performance, security and 
reliability. We operate an intelligent network infrastructure that proactively responds to any 
unexpected problems to protect the performance of the application.  

 

Redundancy and Disaster Recovery 

 

Medrio's servers are housed in a fully redundant N+1 data center with redundant power, cooling and 
network connectivity. Power is provided by multiple utility sources and is protected by on-site UPS 
Battery Backup Units and generators. Network connectivity is provided through multiple Tier-1 
internet providers to ensure optimal performance and reliability. Medrio performs nightly backups 
to locations both on-site and off-site and maintains redundant hardware. Integrity testing insures 
scheduled backups are being performed correctly.  

 

SOPs include a disaster recovery plan, which is rehearsed on a regular basis to prepare for the 
unlikely scenarios that would require use of the plan. 

 

Data Quality and Management and Monitoring 

Description of Plan for Data Quality and Management 

 

Following initial entering of paper CRF to electronic CRF, entry is check for logic and errors by 
the Telethon Kids Administrators. Any queries that are raised through the Medrio system are 
responded to and corrected, if necessary, by the site. Once all queries are resolved all pages of 
the eCRF are authorized by Telethon Kids. 
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Once all cases at a site are complete and authorized the sits can then move to self- monitoring 
as described below. 

 

100% of cases will be monitored for the following data points: 

 

CRF page Data field 

Demographics ACIR DOB 

ACIR postcode 

ACIR Vaccine Record Vaccination dates for: Triple Antigen 
(DTwP) Generic DTPA 

Infanrix (DTaP) ripacel (DTaP) 

Infantrix-HepB (DTPa-hep B) 

 

 

10% of cases (Randomly selected- utilize excel function or https://www.random.org/integers/) 
will be monitored for the following data points: 

 

CRF page Data field 

Medical Allergy History Date of initial consult for possible food 
allergy 

Allergy History to food of interest (all 
repeats of page must be checked) 

Age in Years and Months 

Does the site CI believe responses to this 
food of interest meet the criteria for IgE 
mediated food allergy? 

 

If an error rate of greater than 20% for any field, 25% of cases must be checked for that field. If 
error rate of greater than 20% still observed, all cases must be check for that field. 

2. Self-monitoring of data entry site specific― All sites will utilize the “Monitoring” function 
provided by Medrio  

Self-monitoring requires that site provide investigator/RA that has not entered data into Medrio. All 
auditing of users is done through the Medrio system, please ensure that users have their own logins. 
If site requires new login please contact Telethon Kids. 

Instructions for use of Monitoring function of Medrio: 

http://www.random.org/integers/)
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Log in to Medrio.  Go to the ‘quick links’ dropdown.   

Select “monitoring step” 

Select “Form Monitored” 

To move through the cases, Enter the ‘site matrix’ (From the Home window, select ‘more’ in the 
Subject more. 

For each case:  

Enter Demographics. 

For each datapoint with a M*, check electronic record with paper record. 

If correct, select tick box. 

If incorrect, correct record, record error in Monitoring report table. 

Once all M* finalized, select “Approve” button. 

Select “Partial approval” 

Record complete 

 

ACIR Vaccine Record. 

For each datapoint with a M*, check electronic record with paper record. 

If correct, select tick box. 

If incorrect, correct record, record error in Monitoring report table. 

Once all M* finalized, select “Approve” button. 

Select “Partial approval” 

Record complete 
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6.3  MATCHING CODE 
SAS code for matching of food allergy cases and controls.  Written by Dr Helen Quinn 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/g56rcv4r187vyxv/AACUw9-gFIJS4sJhzozW3CX3a?dl=0  

 

6.4 ANALYSIS CODE 
STATA code for case-control analysis 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/g56rcv4r187vyxv/AACUw9-gFIJS4sJhzozW3CX3a?dl=0  

  

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/g56rcv4r187vyxv/AACUw9-gFIJS4sJhzozW3CX3a?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/g56rcv4r187vyxv/AACUw9-gFIJS4sJhzozW3CX3a?dl=0
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6.5 ADDITIONAL POST HOC ANALYSIS 
All additional post-hoc analysis done on the dataset.  Definitions of coding groups can be found 
below: 

Analysis Cases OR (95%CI) 
Severe/systemic reactions       
wp1 vs ap1 222 0.89 (0 .65 - 1.24) 
wp any vs all ap 222 0.95 (0 .69- 1.30) 
all wp vs all ap 153 0.78 (0.49 - 1.24) 
Mild reactions       
wp1 vs ap1 280 0.67 (0.50 - 0.90) 
wp any vs all ap 280 0.63 (0.47 - 0.83) 
all wp vs all ap 215 0.59 (0 .40- 0.88) 
Allergic to 1 food       
wp1 vs ap1 401 0.78 (0 .62-1.00) 
wp any vs all ap 401 0.73 (0.58 -0.93) 
all wp vs all ap 295 0.64 (0.46 - 0.89) 
Allergic to 2 or more foods       
wp1 vs ap1 101 0.69  (0.42 - 1.14) 
wp any vs all ap 101 0.82 (0.51 -1.31) 
all wp vs all ap 73 0.82  (0.40-1.67) 
diagnosed before 18 months       
wp1 vs ap1 204 0.74 (0.52-1.04) 
diagnosed before 12 months       
wp1 vs ap1 143 0.74 (0.49- 1.12) 
Different vaccine coding- specific order of vaccine receipt       
allap_vs_twoaponewp 318 0.74 (0.54-1.01) 
allap_vs_oneaptwowp 326 0.91 (0.66-1.25) 
allap_vs_allwp 355 0.67 (0.49  -0.92) 
oneaptwowp_vs_twoaponewp 128 1.37 (0.90 -2.07) 
threewp_vs_twoaponewp 157 0.93 (0.62-1.41) 
threewp_vs_oneaptwowp  165 0.65 (0.44- 0.95) 
onewptwoap_vs_threeap  298 0.74 (0.50 -1.09) 

    
Mild' symptoms- urticaria, angioedema, emesis   
Severe' symptoms- vocal hoarseness, persistent cough, wheeze, stridor, collapse, hypotension, 
difficulty breathing, anaphylaxis 
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6.6 PROTOCOL, PUBLISHED VERSION 
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6.7 PIFA Results paper Final proof 
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